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1. OVERVIEW
1.1

The ETC Quality Manual Development Process
Producing the Center Quality Manual helps develop a systematic strategy
in maintaining quality to address the rapidly changing technological needs
of students, teaching and non-teaching staff at Nizwa College of
Technology. This document is linked with the College’s Quality Assurance
Manual and is submitted to the Oman Accreditation Council and the Quality
Assurance Department of the Ministry of Manpower.
The Center for Educational Technology develops the Quality Manual with
inputs from the College Quality Assurance Committee and the quality
assurance committees of various departments, as well as the Computer
Services Section, Educational Services Section, and the Library Section of
the Center.
The College Quality Assurance Committee is composed of senior
administrative officers of the College that includes the College Dean and the
Assistant Deans for Academic Affairs, Administration & Finance, and
Student Affairs. The purpose of the committee is to oversee and supervise
the development of the College Quality Assurance Manual and to advice in
all aspects of College planning.
The Educational Technology Center serves as the primary focus for the
dissemination of information on technology and communications and for the
distribution and implementation of the means for the technologically
enhanced teaching and learning. Responsibilities of the Center include
reviewing, establishing and maintaining the goals, objectives, strategies,
and activities in the college strategic plan relevant to IT and educational
technologies so that they will lead to a place of technological excellence and
accessibility. Another responsibility of the Educational Technology Center
is to recommend to the College Dean the use of new technologies that are
pg. 1
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relevant and consistent with the College Technology Plan and Five-Year
Strategic Plan.

1.2

Development of the ETC Quality Manual
Authors of the Plan
Mr. Hamad Sultan Al Aufi – Head, Educational Technology Center
Mr. Said Al Ramidhi – Head, Computer Services Section
Mr. Issa Nasser Salim Al-Ghatrifi - Head, Educational Services Section
Mr. Ramon A. Mangampo, Jr. – Quality Assurance Committee Member
Contributors to the Plan
CSS Staff
ESS Staff
Library Staff
Review and Approval of the Plan
Dr. Hafidh Ba Omar, College Dean
College Quality Assurance Committee

1.3

Guiding Principles
The Educational Technology Center (ETC) of Nizwa College of Technology
has the following guiding principles:
 Service and training are our primary missions; technology is not.
 Change and technology are intertwined. No technology environment is
ever complete. This reflects the on-going evolution of the NCT.
 Technology is complex. The intricate academic and technology
processes of the college demand a sophisticated and well-integrated
technology portfolio.
 Collaboration across traditional boundaries is essential to support
successful technology projects. Managing the college’s technology
requires a collaborative group effort.
 Investments in technology demand careful stewardship and project
management, to be conducted openly.
pg. 2
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The underpinning aims of the ETC are the following:
 Provide all members of the NCT community with campus-wide access
to current, reliable, secure and easy-to-use technology-based programs
that meet approved academic and administrative needs.
 Recruit, retain and develop high-quality technology staff that are
committed to the NCT mission.
 Configure and equip instructional classrooms and laboratories with
access to relevant digital-technology systems to help meet the
educational needs of the college.
 Implement technology planning and acquisition procedures that will
allow the college to acquire and implement new technological
developments in a cost-effective manner.
 Provide faculty and staff with ongoing professional development
opportunities for acquiring skills needed to effectively integrate and use
technology-based systems in instructional and for student-administration
services.
 Offer exceptional customer service.
 Foster a positive, respectful environment that recognizes and honors
staff and students.
 Maintain a business continuity and disaster recovery plan for critical
systems and infrastructure.
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2. ELEMENTS OF QUALITY MANUAL
2.1

Organizational Structure
The Educational Technology Center is the college unit that is responsible
in the operations of computers and related resources. In this regard,
all information and communication technology and computer related
services in the college are supervised and monitored by the Center.
As shown in the structure below, the ETC is divided into three sections:
Computer Services, Educational Services and Library Services. The
Computer Services Section is mainly responsible for the services related to
computers including the operation of computer laboratories and workshops.
Moreover, the section has the function of managing and maintaining all
other computer- and network-related resources and systems in the college,
including those used by the faculty and administrative staff.
The Educational Services Section is primarily responsible for the safekeeping of educational technology aids, as well as for giving users access
to these equipment. Furthermore, this section has the function of
producing/printing educational and related materials used in the learning
development of students. From time to time, assistance of this section is
sought in select activities of the Computer Services Section.
The Library Services Section, meanwhile, is responsible in the
management, safe- keeping, monitoring and procurement of library holdings
such as textbooks, journals and other references, both in printed form and
in electronic format.
It is to be noted that the development, implementation, evaluation and
improvement of all policies and procedures in this manual follow the ETCdeveloped Policy Management System (PMS) document which is found in
Appendix 11.

Head of the
ETC

HoS

HoS

HoS

Computer Services Section

Educational Services Section

Library Section

CSS Staff

ESS Staff

Library Staff
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Information Flow
The usual hierarchical communication channel is used in the formal flow of
communication/information in the ETC. This means that whenever there
are formal communications coming from the college management that
needs to be disseminated to staff, said information/communication is first
received by the Head of the Center and subsequently disseminated or
distributed to the Head of Section and he/she will give it to the staff or in
some cases to the concerned staff only. Likewise, if any staff needs to send
information to the college management, the information should be put in
writing and should pass to the Head of Section first and then to the Head of
the Center, after which when he concurs, it is passed to the next higher
authority. In cases where communication comes from other departments
such as replacement or repair jobs, or requisition or other issues related to
computers, such communication should first go to the Head of the Centre.
The Head of the Centre decides to which section the communication goes,
in which he next passes the communication to the Head of Section
concerned (either to the Computer Services or to the Educational Services,
or to the Library). The Section Head in turn assigns one of his staff to tackle
the issue or do the required service. The staff should report the status of
the request to his immediate superior. Most of the service request can be
accomplish through an online Helpdesk.
All staff should share information among themselves, particularly those
relevant to upgrading the skills required to do their work more efficiently. In
this regard, peer tutorials and apprentice system is encouraged in the
conduct of activities whenever time permits. It is also encouraged that basic
problems encountered and their solutions should be properly documented
by all technicians in ETC and kept it in a common place (electronically or
hard copy) so that everyone can easily access it whenever needs arise. It
is suggested that all relevant information which could help in improving the
status of computer resources of the college, as well as the proper
management and supervision of the Center be provided or discussed to
their Head of Section and/or the Head of the Center by all staff upon
possession of such.

2.3

STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES
2.3.1 Head of Educational Technology Center
The Head of Educational Technology Center, who is a teaching staff
member, will have the following responsibilities and authority:
a. Developing and implementing the center’s annual operational
plan and working towards the enhancement of its effectiveness.
b. Supervising and following up the technical and administrative
work of its sections: the Educational Services, the Computer
Services and the Library.
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c. Identifying the center’s needs for staff as well as materials,
equipment, academic references and working towards their
acquisition.
d. Monitoring the developments in the field of educational
technology, and suggesting their realization.
e. Ensuring the implementation of the quality assurance measures
and presenting an annual report on this activity to the College
Dean.
f. Safeguarding and maintaining the center’s property and
equipment.
g. Appraising staff and heads of sections performance and
forwarding the appraisal forms to the College Dean.
h. Carrying out any duties assigned by the College Dean.
2.3.2 Heads of Sections
2.3.2.1

Head of Educational Services Section
The Head of the Educational Services, who is a teaching
staff member, will have the following responsibilities and
authority:
a. Working towards providing the teaching and the
technical support staff with necessary educational
materials and training them for better utilization of
educational resources and aids.
b. Classifying the section’s educational materials and
equipment, in addition to organizing their use.
c. Updating, developing and maintaining the section’s
educational materials and equipment.
d. Supporting
workshops,
academic
gatherings,
seminars, and conferences in cooperation with other
concerned committees, departments and respective
sections.
e. Supervising the educational technology resources for
self-access learning.
f. Designing, developing and managing the college
website
g. Producing various educational aids for the benefit of
the educational process, in cooperation with concerned
centers and departments.
h. Evaluating staff performance and forwarding the
appraisal forms to the Head of Educational Technology
Center.
i. Carrying out any other tasks assigned by the Head of
the Educational Technology Center.
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Head of the Computer Services Section
The Head of Computer Services, who is a teaching staff
member, will have the following responsibilities and
authority:
a. Supervising the operation, administration and
maintenance of the computer network of the college.
b. Providing IT training to students and staff, to keep in
pace with the developments in IT.
c. Establishing a comprehensive database on the entire
operations, facilities and contents of the college.
d. Developing information systems related to students’
admission and registration as well as to the college
library.
e. Safeguarding the confidentiality of data and
information.
f. Supervising the furnishing of academic and
administrative departments with required computers
and maintaining them.
g. Appraising staff performance and forwarding the
appraisal forms to the Head of Educational Technology
Center.
h. Carrying out any other tasks assigned by the Head of
the Educational Technology Center.

2.3.2.3

Head of the Library Section
The Head of Library Services will have the following
responsibilities and authority:
a. Specifying and meeting college needs for research
resources in coordination with centers and
departments.
b. Safeguarding library materials and providing a suitable
environment for reading and research.
c. Organizing and classifying library records, research
resources and setting up a borrowing system.
d. Cooperating with other institutions to exchange
academic and research materials.
e. Appraising staff performance and forwarding the
appraisal forms to the Head of Educational Technology
Center.
f. Carrying out any other tasks assigned by the Head of
the Educational Technology Center.

2.3.3 Technical Support Staff
The technical support staff is responsible for assisting lecturers and
other college staff in day-to-day activities in laboratories and
pg. 7
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workshops, as well as in administrative offices. Moreover, they are
responsible for other works as defined in the following sections:
Laboratory Assistant / Instructor
a. Assists the lecturer in conducting lectures, practical classes and
examinations in laboratories;
b. Monitors student activities and maintains records of their learning
progress and laboratory/workshop utilization;
c. Troubleshoots and maintains laboratory equipment including staff
computers, printers and other hardware and network resources and
peripherals;
d. Assists in the orientation program for new students during their
entry in the department;
e. Ensures that health and safety procedures are followed by students
especially when working in laboratories and workshops;
f. Ensures the routine check-up of laboratory equipment and
resources and keeping records of these activities; and
g. Performs any other tasks assigned by the head of the department.
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3. TRAINING
Training and development is a way of ensuring the staff and students to become
adequately equipped with the knowledge, skills and competencies to perform well
in their work-role, in this case NCT, in achieving its objectives.

3.1

Staff Training
Both teaching as well as technical support staff members shall be
knowledgeable and competent with the use of all computer laboratory
equipment as well as in conducting training programs and On-The-Job
Training (see Appendix 13 for pedagogical framework) that will be offered
from time to time. Necessary manuals or operation guides will be made
available in all laboratories. Sample of these manuals is shown in
Appendix 2. Moreover, handouts for the most common training
materials will be made available. Training programs will be designed and
implemented for the staff members as new systems are installed in the
laboratories in collaboration with the technical experts from suppliers and/or
manufacturers. Peer training will also be scheduled from time to time
as the need arises. This can help develop the team spirit of the group,
at the same time, equip each other with skills necessary for the effective
operation of the Centre by sharing their knowledge with each other. The
college shall also conduct a comprehensive orientation program for
the new staff members joining the center/department.
Training materials are inherent and important part of the smooth operation
of all activities of computer laboratories and workshops, and should include
the following:
 operation manuals and catalogues of computer systems and other
system resources;
 laboratory manuals containing instructions and procedures of various
exercises and activities of the laboratories;
 safety measures and precautions to be observed while inside the
laboratories and workshops; and
 assessment and evaluation schemes for all laboratory/workshop
activities.
Samples of the standard operating procedures of the most common routines
done in laboratories – which are important components of manuals – are
shown in Appendix 4, whereas Do’s and Don’ts in computer laboratories
can be found in Appendix 5.
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3.1.1 Staff development
A continuous professional development process. All staff are
advised to attend every activity that is organized regularly to enhance
their personal skills and acquire additional skills that are required in
the proper performance of their duties and responsibilities.
a. Individual development (mentoring) - staff can propose their
own needs for skills development. Wherever possible, the
individual needs of the staff will be addressed through mentoring
or specific training program.
b. General development - the center organizes programs like
workshops, seminars, trainings on ICT related subjects. These
subjects will be identified by the needs expressed by the staff
through feedback and appraisals.
c. Workshop - the center organizes workshops on latest technology
depending on the request by staff in the center and other
departments. All staff are encouraged to participate and
contribute their skills to make this effort a success.

3.2

Student Training
The ETC developed a Skills Training Guidelines for students who requested
training in ICT related skills. The guidelines will provide not only for the
students of NCT but also students from other Colleges of Technology, the
information necessary to prepare them in their particular field of endeavor.
This document will help them choose what knowledge and skills acquired in
the classroom needs enhancement. This will also help them acquire new
skills and knowledge to aid the specialization they completed in the College.
After completing the training, the trainee will not only achieve a specific level
of competence but also develop the value of professionalism, love of work
and commitment to people they serve.
Guidelines:
-

After completing the theoretical and practical training at each stage
specified in the curriculum of the students, they can request a skills
training program to OJT Department to polish and enhance their skills.

-

OJT Department must give a recommendation to the students before
ETC accept the request.

-

The trainee is required to finish 2 weeks of training under the Support
Group to familiarize with the basics of computer including
troubleshooting.
pg. 10
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Trainee/s will have to choose from the list of topics prepared by the ETC
staff and decide for the schedule.
The whole duration of the training will be conducted by ETC staff who
have multiple skills in the field of Information Technology and will make
sure that trainees will have a hands-on training throughout the course.

-

The trainee/s will be exposed to the maximum possible work environment
within the time limitation and work availability.

-

Evaluation will be based on technical skills (Network& security, web,
graphics, software development, Hardware and Communication skills).
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4. INDUCTION FOR NEW STAFF MEMBER
An induction program varying in duration from one to three working days is to be
given to new staff members before being assigned in their respective stations
and/or functions for them to get acquainted first with the entire operations and
functions of the Center. The details of this scheme can be found in Appendix 6.
The activities of the induction program include:
-

safety work practices, safety rules and precautions to be observed while
inside the laboratories;

-

familiarization of various computer systems configurations and operations;

-

study and understanding of functions,
procedures of different laboratory resources;

-

understanding the content of Computer Services Sub-Manual, College By-Laws,
College Strategic Plan, Department Operational Plan, Code of Conduct, Dress
Code and Quality Assurance;

-

scheme in handling student and staff training; and

-

overall understanding of the academic structure, rules and regulations,
examinations and other student evaluation schemes.

operations

and

maintenance
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5. ORIENTATION FOR NEW STUDENTS
An intensive and effective orientation program is to be devised in a suitable
manner for new students before they start using the laboratories for their
practical works.
The objectives of the orientation program should contain but are not limited to the
following:
-

to familiarize the students with the laboratory setup, operational methodology,
and general procedures involved in the laboratory resource utilization;

-

to familiarize the students with laboratory usage policies;

-

to enable them to understand and apply the necessary safety rules and
precautions while working inside computer laboratories.

The highlights of the orientation should discuss the following points:
-

User accounts and user authentication: It is important that students
understand that their accounts should be made confidential and that each student
should keep their account secured at all times. Since the account will be used
by students in all transactions – accessing lecture materials, submitting
assignments and other course works, taking quizzes (in selected courses) – it is
important that students understand the importance of securing their accounts.

-

Lab usage policy on system, Internet, printer and other resources:
The students should be made aware of the general policies of accessing the
system. Aside from the orientation, general policies on system access and
laboratory conduct should be made available posted inside the laboratories and
workshops so that students are regularly made aware of the existing policies
being implemented. In this case, no untoward incidents regarding improper use
of the system, as well as improper behavior inside the laboratories and
workshops will be done by students. Policies regarding the use of the Internet,
as well as printing and use of other network resources while in computer
laboratories should also be made clear to students to maintain efficient
functionality of the facilities and untoward incidents regarding their use are
prevented.

-

System security, protection and cyber-crime: System security and protection
are of paramount importance. As such, students should know that tampering and
maliciously changing the existing installed systems in the laboratories, as well as
vandalizing and destroying parts of hardware, are serious violations and will be
meted equally serious penalties ranging from revocation of laboratory use to
terminating the chance to complete the program/course.
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-

Safety rules and precautions: During the orientation, students should be made
aware of the basic safety procedures in the use of laboratory equipment.
Since computer equipment generally cost a large amount of money, students
should know how to properly use them, and they should be made aware
of their responsibilities to maintain them and extend their useful life. In this case,
more students can use them which will in turn provide the college with more
options of adding more equipment in the future. Students should also be taught
of the basic first aid procedures that they should do when untoward incidents
happen during their work inside the laboratories. Signs and notices, as well as
some first aid activities should be posted in conspicuous places inside all
laboratories to reinforce this process.

-

Lab Etiquettes: Ethical use of using network facilities, as well as in using the
Internet should be made available to students, either though brochures or notices
posted in the laboratories so that they will know how to behave properly
while using these facilities.
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6. COMPUTER SERVICES SECTION
The main purpose of Nizwa College of Technology is to provide high quality
technological education and training to students, so that when they graduate they
are immediately able to make a meaningful contribution to the further development
of the Sultanate’s economy. In fulfilling this purpose, a culture of quality assurance
and enhancement is essential. (QAM, Nov. 2006)
The focus of this section in this manual is to extend the essential quality mentioned
above to one of the core services in the college – information and communication
technology and computer services. It is a critical service that supports the
instructional mission of the Nizwa College of Technology through the provisioning
of educational technology. It is essential to align information technology and other
computer services, most particularly in the area of computer laboratories and
workshops operations, with the instructional mission of the college while providing
the staffing and funding resources necessary to successfully support Nizwa
College of Technology without draining instructional resources while maintaining
excellence in service to ensure high quality learning experience for its students.
The Computer Services Section performs the following functions:
 Provide IT support to the entire college
 Develop information systems to achieve the goal of a paperless institution
 Provide IT learning and support to college stakeholders
 Update the college community and implement new technologies in IT and
education

Head of the

ETC

6.1

HoS

HoS

HoS

Computer Services Section

Educational Services Section

Library Section

CSS Staff

ESS Staff

Library Staff

Objectives
To realize the vision of continuously maintaining quality in providing
technological services to students, this manual is developed to provide in a
concise and brief format, the statement about the policies and aims of the
college for building up a Quality Management System and thereby achieving
pg. 15
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Quality Assurance and Enhancement in the operation of Computer
Laboratories as well as related services so that:

6.2

-

the desired level of quality and effectiveness of the information and
communication technology resources are ensured;

-

all activities performed in computer laboratories will be to the
desired level of accuracy and efficiency;

-

errors in various ICT activities in laboratories and workshops can be
minimized and deviation from the quality policy can be detected and
necessary corrective measures can be taken;

-

experiments conducted and their results can be made reliable to
the extent specified by college standards; and

-

risks and hazards can be prevented, thereby ensuring safety to human
being, equipment and other resources involved in various ICT and
computer operations in the college.

THE COMPUTER LABORATORY STAFF MEMBERS
The college has a policy of keeping qualified, experienced and skilled staff
for all its operations, including technical support staff for computer
laboratories and related workshops. The qualifications and strength of the
laboratory staff is in compliance with the requirements of the college
envisaged by the Ministry of Manpower. Staff appraisal is also conducted
once every academic year for fulfillment of their job responsibilities see
Appendix 14 for staff appraisal procedures.
To ensure proper supervision of computer facilities and equipment, CSS
staff members were assigned to different departments to monitor and
control computer laboratories and workshops. Efficient and smooth
functioning of laboratories and workshops requires adequate number of
technical supporting staff members backed by necessary specialized
qualifications and experience.
Network Services Group
 Arnel Marquez
 Ashrap Habil
 Ghaniya Nasser Al-Hinai
 Jonathan P. Gonzales
 Rommel Halcon
Support Services Group
 Adrian B. Teano
 Alvin Pascual
 Anna May Guzman
pg. 16
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Edward Jeni
Mark Ferdinand O. Mampolino
Muzammil Hussain
Ohm Ram Babu
Ramil Rabang
Richard Dizon
Rodel Antonio
Varghese Xavier

Software Development Group
 Alexander R. Sazon
 Froilan B. Buelo Jr.
 Mylyn H. Nostarez
 Rolen Yabut
Database
 Lyner Mendoza
 Ramon A. Mangampo Jr.
Computer Laboratories
 4 in Admin Building
 1 in Business Building
 7 in Engineering Department
 6 in English Language Centre
 8 in IT Department
 SAC
 Library

6.2.1 Duties and Responsibilities
6.2.1.1 Lecturers:
Duties and responsibilities of lecturers with regards to the
utilization of computer laboratories include, but are not
limited, to the following:
 scheduling and conducting practical classes and
examinations;
 assessment and evaluation of student practical and/or
hands-on activities;
 conducting assigned training programs; and
 assisting in the internal auditing and inspection
processes.
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6.2.1.2 CSS Staff
The technical support staff is responsible for assisting the
lecturers in the day-to-day activities in the laboratories and
workshops. Moreover, they are responsible for other works
as defined in the following sections:
Laboratory Assistant / Instructor:
 Assists the lecturer in conducting lectures, practical
classes and examinations in laboratories;
 Monitors student activities and maintains records of
their learning progress and laboratory/workshop
utilization;
 Troubleshoots and maintains laboratory equipment
including staff computers, printers and other hardware
and network resources and peripherals;
 Assists in the orientation program for new students
during their entry in the department;
 Ensures that health and safety procedures are followed
by the students especially when working in the
laboratories and workshops;
 Ensures the routine check- up of laboratory equipment
and resources and keeping records of these activities;
 Performs any other tasks assigned by the head of the
department.
Computer Technician (General):
 Implements the equipment maintenance schedule and
inspection of the status of the laboratory equipment;
 Assists the lecturer in conducting laboratory works and
other practical classes and examinations;
 Participates in practical training activities of both staff
and students;
 Troubleshoots and maintains laboratory equipment
and other hardware and network resources and
peripherals;
 Supervises the check-up and maintenance of
laboratory equipment;
 Directly report to the Head of CSS; and
 Performs any other tasks assigned by Head of ETC.
Network Technician:
 Implements the server maintenance schedule and
inspection of the status of the servers and network
equipment;
 Troubleshoot and maintains server and network
equipment. Responsible for securing network from
virus, malware, unauthorized users and other threats;
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 Assess and recommends upgrade of server and
network equipment;
 Plan and simulate new configurations for better
performance of the network;
 Maintain network connectivity (wired and wireless) in
the college;
 Assists staff and students in a form of tutorial regarding
server and network equipment operations;
 Directly report to the Head of CSS; and
 Performs any other tasks assigned by the Head of ETC.
Support Technician:
 Assists staff and students in any ICT-related and
electronics equipment problem in the college;
 Troubleshoots and maintains laboratory equipment,
hardware and electronics resources and peripherals;
 Assesses and recommends upgrade of computer and
other peripherals in labs;
 Conducts training for students in computer hardware
maintenance and related fields;
 Directly report to the Head of CSS; and
 Performs any other tasks assigned by the Head of ETC.
Software Developer:
 Analyzes the need of the college for computerization of
transaction for fast, accurate and efficient way of
managing information of the institution;
 Performs project planning and management to ensure
security and integrity of information;
 Performs software development, maintenance and
integrates software with existing systems in the
organization;
 Maintains systems by monitoring and correcting
program bugs or defects;
 Produces document software functionality and user’s
manual.
 Directly report to the Head of CSS; and
 Performs any other tasks assigned by the Head of ETC.
Webmaster / Web Developer:
 Responsible for the design and development,
management and maintenance of the college website;
 Ensures the timely and accurate postings of college
activities, events, news, etc in the college website;
 Coordinates with concerned individuals and groups
(centers, departments, committees, etc) to make sure
that all college announcements, activities and events
are posted and included in the college website;
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 Should continuously assess and evaluate new
technologies and plans on how to utilize them to
improve the website;
 Submits an annual website improvement plan;
 Assists staff and students, whether in the form of
training or other similar tutorials, in the area of website
development and maintenance;
 Directly report to the Head of CSS; and
 Should perform other duties assigned by Head of ETC.
Database Technician:
 Maintains database results by setting and enforcing
standards and controls;
 Prepares for database expansion by studying plans and
requirements;
 Keeps other technical groups informed by preparing
reports on system performance and problems;
 Recommends upgrades for hardware and software by
assessing transaction processing and database
production options;
 Secure database by developing policies, procedures,
and controls;
 Directly report to the Head of CSS; and
 Should perform other duties assigned by Head of ETC.

6.2.2 Internal Quality Control Officers
The activities of the quality assurance program implemented in the
laboratories and workshops have to be evaluated and checked
frequently for its correctness and effectiveness. A committee of
coordinators consisting of the Head of the ETC, CSS and Support
Group Coordinator may be constituted for this purpose.
The responsibilities of the internal quality control auditors are:
 To ensure the quality and efficiency of the laboratory equipment
and other related resources.
 To check the effectiveness of the students‟ program codes.
 To assess the progress and effectiveness of the course offerings
and other training programs.
 To suggest or propose necessary corrective measures related
to maintaining high quality of equipment and computer facilities.

6.3

PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES
The Educational Technology Center has standards and implementing
guidelines in place that define roles, responsibilities and acceptable use of
information and communication technology resources. These include, but
are not limited to, computers, printers, scanners, software, Internet access,
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network, files, databases, computer accounts and electronic
communication. It is the privilege of staff and students to use information
and communication technology resources, but this should be limited to
academic, educational, research, and/or administrative purposes. It must
not be used to make unauthorized entry into other communications or
informational devices or resources. These resources may not be used for
commercial or business purposes unless authorized by the college.
The ETC also utilizes software that has been licensed or purchased by NCT
for use by the College. Software applications may be setup on servers for
use by staff and students or loaded and run on individual PCs or
workstations.
Since networked computers are common targets of attempts to compromise
security and gain unauthorized access to the college network and data,
security concerns are very vital to the Center. Compromises to network
security open the college and individual staff and students to potential legal
and financial liabilities that arise from the resulting damage. These
procedures and guidelines are designed to guarantee that staff and students
have access to all systems while maintaining integrity and privacy of
systems and data.

6.3.1 Computer User Account
Obtaining User Account
Each staff and student of the college may obtain a user account for
accessing the computer and the college network. The user account
for students is often granted by ETC upon the submission of the list
of new students by the Registration Department. For the staff,
request will be coming from the Human Resource department to the
Head of CSS or Head of ETC.

Expiration of User Account
A user account will remain active for the duration of a person’s tenure
with the college. After its expiry, the account will be de-activated.
However students may take the backup of the files until they graduate
from the college. For the staff, deactivation account request will come
from the Human Resource department unless there is a request for
account retention.

Suspension and Termination of Account
Accounts may be suspended for violations of computer usage
guidelines. Before an account is suspended, the user will be given a
warning with the information to the concerned head of
Department/Center.
In select circumstances, an account could be suspended without a
warning being sent. In this case, the account owner through the head
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of department should apply in writing and cooperate with ETC staff
to bring the suspended account within the procedures and guidelines
of the computer laboratory. The successful completion of this
process will result in the restoration of the account. Failure to
complete this process will result in the termination of the account.
The owner can get all the data of the account in CD.

Restrictions on Account
Accounts have few resource limitations placed on them. Because of
that, one person can easily take so much that other people are
unable to work effectively; all users are expected to use disk space
prudently. Staff and students should be responsible in keeping their
home directories below the assigned limits (10GB for staff and
250MB for student) on the network disks. When resources are
abused, accounts may have restrictions placed on them or may be
suspended.
If a user makes special requests on the use of college servers and
other network resources, the user will request in writing, and on the
recommendation of the concerned head of department/center/office,
will attempt to make accommodations to meet the required needs. It
is important to always remember that keeping the system as a whole
available to everyone will usually take precedence over adjusting to
a single person’s needs. This is implemented more particularly to the
general computer laboratory facilities.

6.3.2 Computer Laboratory
The purpose of college computer laboratories is to make
modern computer equipment and software available to students for
hands-on instruction, homework, projects, and other related
activities. Priority for computer use is given to current students,
faculty and staff. Internet access is provided through the local intranet
to promote education and research, thus inappropriate use of said
network will result in cancellation of access privileges.
All computer laboratories and workshops shall be equipped with
relevant devices for use by the students as identified in the college
strategic plan. Laboratories should function with the objective of
giving intensive practical training to students to complement the
principles and theories discussed in classrooms. Practical questions
and experiments shall be designed according to the course
outcomes with a view point of making them relevant to the global
technological developments and information exchange. Notices and
signage for basic operation procedures, as well as proper
equipment management shall be displayed in each laboratory to
give guidance to students while using devices available in the area.
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Acceptable Use
The use of campus computers, networks, Internet access,
and computer laboratories in general is governed by the college’s
computer laboratory procedures and rules. The following are the
specific guidelines that should be followed by all users regarding the
use of computer laboratories and other related resources and
services:
(a) Only authorized users may use the computer laboratories. This
means that the use of laboratories is generally provided to the
scheduled classes as stipulated in the department’s timetable.
(b) An authorized user is either a student registered for a course
offered by any of the department/center or a staff member
working in any department/center.
(c) Internet usage will be restricted to the network course related to
that area – no email or any other unrelated access is allowed.
(d) Users should not share their login ID and password with any other
users. If any user gives his/her username and password to
anyone else, and this user in turn violates any laboratory rules,
said user who lent his/her username and/or password will be
responsible and may face disciplinary action.
(e) No computer games of any kind are permitted, except when
it forms part of a practical session.
(f) Users may not alter files on computers or network drives, other
than the files they created themselves.
(g) No user may tamper with, move or remove equipment from any
lab. In case of official and urgent need, the user should ask the
assistance of technician in charge and details should be reported
in writing before the equipment is pulled out.
(h) An attempt to bypass the network and the computer security
systems is not allowed.
(i) All real time interactive applications which include but are
not limited to, instant messengers, chat rooms, online games,
and multi-user domains are strictly prohibited.
(j) Users are expected to use the assigned space on the network
disk responsibly. Since users share a partition with a lot of other
people, they are expected to keep their usage under the assigned
disk quota (10GB for staff and 250MB for students). If a user
has a special project which requires a lot of space (e.g. for
Diploma / Higher Diploma projects), he/she can arrange to have
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a project space especially set up for the purpose, subject to
availability of storage.
(k) Access, upload, download, and storing of obscene,
pornographic, threatening, or discriminatory material, of any
type, is strictly prohibited. Drives are checked at regular intervals
and any offensive material will be deleted and disciplinary action
will be initiated accordingly.
(l) Report viruses, hardware or software errors to the lecturers /
laboratory assistants / laboratory technicians as soon as they are
discovered.
(m)College equipment may not be used for hacking or other illegal
practices.
(n) Users are advised to be considerate of those around them,
especially in terms of noise level. While laboratories are a natural
place for conversations of all types, users are encouraged to keep
the volume of their voices turned down.
(o) In the network laboratory, students are only allowed to perform
official networks course related activities. No email and no
general internet browsing are allowed during this time.
(p) Students are advised not to abuse the equipment inside
laboratories and workshops.
(q) Users should not adjust the heaters or air conditioners. If they
feel the temperature is not properly set, they should inform the
laboratory staff; the staff in turn will attempt to maintain a balance
that is healthy for people and machines.
(r) Users should never turn off a machine unless a member of the
laboratory staff has specifically told them to do so.
(s) Users should not monopolize equipment. If they are going to be
away from the machine for more than 10 or 15 minutes, they
should log out before leaving. This is both for the security of their
account, and to ensure that others are able to use the laboratory
resources while they are not using it.

Time Management
(a) The time schedule of the laboratories and workshops has to be
arranged in such a way that the maximum and effective utilization
of laboratory facilities can be achieved. The timing operations of
laboratories shall be properly scheduled for a minimum degree
utilization of 75%. (See Appendix 1) The student utilization
activities will focus on solving problems using computer
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programming tools and other utilities and applications. Through
this, students will get complete exposure to the various IT and
computer problems and the approaches that should be followed
to arrive at the solution.
(b) A sample of time management schedule (timetable) for the
various computer laboratories and workshops is provided in
Appendix 8. The appendix also shows the student to computer
ratio of the computer laboratories in the college.

Laboratory Management
To ensure proper class management and optimal equipment use
of computer laboratories, strict implementation of laboratory
management procedures will be enforced.
(a) Registered students could only enter the laboratory during
the assigned class; for other activities that entail laboratory use
such as accessing the Web and completion of assignments
and/or reports, students can use laboratories that are currently
free (without scheduled classes).
(b) Laboratories and workshops are to be supervised by qualified
technicians who is responsible for all activities in the lab;
technicians will be assigned to different departments to
maintain laboratories, which will be changed from time to time
as deemed necessary by the head of CSS;
(c) Security cameras are installed with recording facility in all
laboratories and workshops for a more improved management of
facilities.
(d) All computers should be secured using padlocks or any other
similar device to prevent any manipulation inside the computer
chassis.

6.3.3 Connecting to the Network
Connecting to the network even for brief periods can cause access
violations and create security issues, thus, only the Centre shall
approve the connection of computers to the NCT computer network
(DO NOT SELECT AN APPARENTLY UNUSED IP ADDRESS AND
ATTEMPT TO USE IT WITHOUT APPROVAL). This applies to any
computer connected to any data port in the college.
Inasmuch as network services introduce security risks, any
workstation connected to the college network shall not run network
services such as FTP, Telnet, Web Servers, Mail Servers, DHCP,
DNS, WINS, etc., without the approval of ETC staff. This applies to
any computer connected to any data port in the college.
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Only ETC staff can create Windows domains on network-connected
machines.

6.3.4 Email Usage Standards
The email usage standards apply to all staff and students that use
College resources for email. Acceptable email usages are those
activities that teach the user’s duties and responsibilities while
accessing their college email.

Account
(a) Email accounts are created when HR department provides the
Computer Services Section the necessary information of the new
staff and students (complete name, resident card number or
mobile phone number, department and section.)
(b) The staff e-mail address format is firstname.lastname@nct.edu.om
and studentID@nct.edu.om for students. This address shall serve
as the official email address for each staff and students.
Exceptions will be made when such a naming scheme creates an
account name that is not appropriate or it has conflict with other
email address.
(c) Temporary password for all email accounts is the user resident
card number or mobile phone number.
(d) Upon receiving the email account, the user needs to logon at
www.gmail.com and immediately change the password. It is the
obligation of the users to secure their email accounts and solely
responsible for any action happening in their account.
(e) Other groups in the college can request the creation of an email
account for their use. All such requests must be made by the
department HoS or HoD and submit it to the CSS HoS or ETC
Head.
(f) Staff and students email accounts will remain active while
connected in the College. When the users leave the college, it
will be deleted.

Acceptable Use
(a) Attachments to College e-mail have a 25MB size limitation. Users
are encouraged not to abuse this feature to avoid failure in
sending emails.
(b) You are not allowed to send spam-mail (unsolicited e-mail to large
groups of people in the address book). Do not forward chain-mail.
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(c) Follow the common etiquette in sending emails; this can be found
in many sites over the Web, try reading a few of them.
(d) Computer Services Section has the responsibility to filter and limit
attachment sizes.
(e) Staff and students should not open email or attachments that are
unsolicited from unknown senders, or appear to be suspicious in
any form to avoid the introduction of computer viruses and worms.
(f) Email accounts are not to be used to subscribe to web sites that
are not related to college or academic business.
(g) Staff and students must check email accounts on a regular basis.
Read email should be deleted, printed, or archived based on
importance of the document received.
(h) Email sent using college resources must contain information that
clearly identifies the sender, to include name, role at college (job
title if staff) and any return or follow-up contact information.
(i) Sending any confidential information, such as social security
numbers, credit card information, and passwords in email
message text or attachment is prohibited.

6.3.5 Internet Usage Standards
The internet usage standards apply to all staff and students that use
college resources for internet services. Acceptable internet usages
are those activities that conform to the purpose, goals and mission of
the college and to teach user’s job duties and responsibilities.
(a) Users shall not use college resources to access the internet for
any illegal activities.
(b) Users shall not attempt to gain unauthorized access to college
computing resources from the internet or use the internet as a tool
to go beyond their authorized access. Casual browsing of college
resources to discover security vulnerabilities will be construed as
an illegal attempt to gain unauthorized access.
(c) Users shall not use college resources to access internet sites and
services that will disrupt or diminish the level of internet services
to the college. High over-head services include web radio, web
game sties, web-based video, and large file downloads.
(d) Users accessing the internet should limit activities to education
and professional activities.
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(e) Use of inappropriate language is prohibited. Individuals will not
use obscene, profane, lewd, or vulgar language.
(f) Internet resources are not to be used for personal commercial or
business transactions meant to foster personal gain.
(g) Computer Services Section has the responsibility to filter and limit
file types.

6.3.6 Wireless Network Standards
Wireless network resources provided by the college are used to
support academic activities of staff, students and guests. While the
wireless network access promotes efficient use of time and
resources, it is a convenient supplement to the College’s wired
network infrastructure, computer labs, classrooms and staff offices.
(a) Users will be able to access the wireless network form most areas
of campus.
(b) All staff and registered students having a valid user account can
access the Internet via wireless network.
(c) Users need to select the appropriate wireless network profile to
be able to authenticate properly. Network profiles available are
NCT and NCT.GUEST.
(d) Users shall not use the college wireless network to intentionally
gain unauthorized access to any systems or sensitive information.
(e) Users must assure computing devices connected to the wireless
network have current operating system patches installed. The
user must also ensure that up-to-date antivirus software is
installed.
(f) Users of the wireless network must not utilize a wireless enabled
device or wireless access point to extend the ETC approved
coverage areas of the NCT wireless network.
(g) The wireless network is intended as a supplement to the wired
network and for use with portable electronic devices. It is not
intended to be a user’s sole connection to the college network.
The wireless network should not be expected to provide the same
quality of service as the wired network. When reliability and
performance are critical, students should use the computer labs
and staff should use the computers in their office.
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6.3.7 System Administration
(a) The CSS is the primary Administrator of all college computers.
The administrator account shall be used only when necessary
(i.e., to upgrade and maintain the machine or when proprietary
software requires the user to be logged in with administrative
privileges).
(b) Staff administrators like CSS technicians are strongly advised not
to start any network-related service or change any network setting
on any machine without consulting the CSS HoS about the impact
it may have on network services or data and system security.
Network-related services include FTP, Telnet, Web Servers, Mail
Servers, DHCP, DNS, WINS, and other services defined by ETC.
Network settings include IP Address, network protocols (TCP/IP,
IPX/SPX, NetBIOS, etc.), and other settings defined by CSS.
(c) CSS performs automated and targeted network security scans on
all college computers to identify security holes that lead to
unauthorized network access. Network security scans look for
open ports and services operating on the ports that constitute a
security threat. Security scans do not include the scanning of
hard drive content.
(d) When an unapproved service or a security breach that threatens
the college systems or data is found, CSS will immediately
disconnect the computer from the network. The CSS will
immediately notify the user of the problem and schedule a
meeting with the administrator to solve the problem.
(e) On all systems, the staff administrator shall comply with CSS
policy in assigning each user a unique user ID and initial
password. Staff administrators shall ensure that shared accounts
do not exist on the system.
(f) The CSS HoS will provide CSS technicians with the administrator
password and any change to that password is not allowed.
(g) The CSS HoS will not share the administrative password with
other individuals nor allow administrative access to any users
other than CSS technicians.
(h) The CSS HoS will maintain a record of all major software and
hardware upgrades and installations so that CSS staff can
monitor or track any security issues back to the problem software.
Critical software upgrades include those made to the operating
system, any Microsoft products, and other software packages that
interface with the network.
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(i) Should the staff administrator find any evidence of suspicious
activity on the machine, the administrator will leave the evidence
intact and contact the CSS HoS immediately.

6.3.8 Software Installation
(a) All computers are setup with restrictions in place, such that only
CSS technicians can install software.
(b) Software requirements in the labs will only be installed by the
technicians after the Head of the department submit their request
to the CSS HoS before the start of a new semester. Any request
for additional installation during the semester will not consider a
priority and can only be done if the lab is vacant.
(c) College computers may only use software for which an original
valid license agreement is in hand and when the license allows
installation of the software on the computer.
(d) Any staff who wants to install other software for his/her personal
teaching aid shall supply a copy of original license to CSS upon
request.
(e) All original copies of the license agreement and media should be
kept by CSS HoS and must not be distributed or shared with
others.
(f) CSS technicians will only assist the students in installing course
related software when provided with a copy of a valid software
license agreement allowing the installation.
(g) Installation of software in Arabic settings can only be supported
by the technicians who knows the language.
(h) CSS technicians provided a shared folder for staff and students
who want to try freeware and trial version software; procedures in
acquiring and installing the software will also be explained to
them.
(i) Installation and configuration of new application software that will
be used by the staff in his/her class can be requested to the CSS
HoS before the start of new semester. Technician will only assist
the staff in the setup and not responsible for the complete
configuration.

6.3.9 Scanning and Antivirus
(a) ETC approved antivirus software shall be installed and deployed
in all college computers through an antivirus server. The
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automatic update features of the anti-virus software must also be
installed and operated in this machine.
(b) Staff administrators are not allowed to install other antivirus
and/or utility software that will conflict with the ETC authorized
anti-virus package.
(c) Technicians can assist staff and student for scanning their hard
drive and flash disk by only giving them instructions on how to do
it.

6.3.10

IP Telephone

A VoIP or IP Phone uses Voice over IP technologies for placing and
transmitting telephone calls over an IP network, such as the internet,
instead of the traditional public switched telephone network (PSTN).
The system is being implemented in the college and administered by
a technician in the center.
(a) Since the Center cannot provide 1 IP Phone per staff, a maximum
of 3 staff in the office can share 1 unit of IP phone.
(b) If there is a need of a new unit, the HoS or HoD can request
through the SharePoint system. If available and approved by the
Head of CSS and/or Head of Center, the IP phone administrator
will configure the unit and hand it over to the technician in-charge
in the department for distribution.
(c) Any modifications in the unit must be requested through the Head
of CSS and/or Head of Center and only the IP phone
administrator can modify or reconfigure the unit.
(d) Tampering and misuse of IP phone in the college is subject for
disciplinary actions.

6.3.11

CCTV Camera

(e) Any staff can request through the SharePoint system for CCTV
footage.
(f) The system will notify the Head of the department of the requester
for approval.
(g) The system will also notify the HoS of CSS and/or HoC of ETC
for approval.
(h) After the approval, the system will notify the assign technician to
retrieve the footage.
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(i) The footage will be forwarded to the HoS of CSS or HoC of ETC
and eventually hand it over to the HoD of the requester.
(j) If the request comes from the students, he/she must submit a
written request to the assistant dean of Student Affairs and wait
for the approval.

6.3.12

Workshop Services

ICT-related equipment like printer, fax machine, scanner, projector,
copier, LCD TV, etc. in different departments that are malfunctioning
and not possible for any immediate solution must be transferred to
the ETC workshop.
Under warranty
(a) If the equipment is still under warranty, the technician-in-charge
must not open or try any troubleshooting in the defective
equipment to avoid warranty void.
(b) He must write a report regarding the problem and include the
important information of the equipment (product name, model, &
serial number). The report must be submitted to the HoS of CSS
within 24 hours.
(c) HoS will inform the technician-in-charge in the documents to
email the corresponding company for assistance.
(d) Maintenance form must be filled-out by the technician-in-charge
in the workshop.
No longer covered under warranty
(a) If the equipment is no longer covered under warranty, the
technician-in-charge will need to troubleshoot the equipment.
(b) After troubleshooting the equipment, he must submit a status
report within 24 hours and in the report, he must include the
duration of repair.
(c) After completing the repair, he must submit an accomplishment
report to the HoS of CSS.
(d) In any case that the technician-in-charge will not be able to repair
the equipment and recommend a company assistance, he must
complete the maintenance form and submit it to the HoS of CSS.
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Security Lock

(a) Every staff will have a corresponding area where they are allowed
access depending on which department they belong.
(b) Each staff will receive from the HR Department an RF ID with
configured access to the security locks.
(c) Upon the end of tenure of the staff he/she should return the RF
ID for the completion of his/her clearance.
(d) Any other requests for additional access which are not listed in
their department should write a formal request to the Head of ETC
stating the reasons.
(e) Areas with security locks
‐ IT Laboratories
‐ LR Laboratories
‐ Engineering Laboratories
‐ ELC Laboratories
‐ Server Room
‐ LR IDF
‐ TRC-SAC
‐ ELC Staff Room (some)
‐ Parking Gate

6.3.14

Print Services

(a) In the campus, printers are provided for registered students in
each department. A scanner is likewise provided for use of all
staff and students for each department. Papers to be used for
printing are the responsibility of individual users. As such, users
are advised to bring their own printing papers when they go for
printing purposes. The printers are located in strategic
locations in each department and it is the responsibility of
users to know these locations. Staff members are also
provided printers in selected offices for printing of course
materials and other documents. A heavy duty laser printer is
provided in the Educational Technologies Centre to be used by
all users for special activities/purposes.
(b) Never press Cancel on the printers. This cancels the print jobs of
other students, which is a waste of their printing efforts.
(c) If the printer displays off-line, press the button for getting it back
on-line.
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(d) If the paper trays are empty (the printer will display the message
"Tray 2 load Plain A4/Letter"), call a laboratory assistant /
technician to assist you in refilling them.
(e) Use of paper other than the recommended (80 GSM) one, such
as colored printed paper is strictly not allowed as they damage
the printers.
(f) Try to schedule large print jobs for off-hours. Do not print out
documentation that is available elsewhere, and never more than
one copy. Class notes should be copied and made available by
course instructors. If you are not going to be able to pick your
printout up right away, wait until later to print it so that it does not
get messed up or recycled.

6.3.15

Backup and Recovery

Nizwa College of Technology (NCT) staff will ensure data integrity
and longevity is of utmost importance and should be copied onto
secure storage media on a regular basis.
This procedure is designed to protect data in the college to be sure it
is not lost and can be recovered in the event of a catastrophe, due to
a physical disaster, personnel error, or other misfortune. Reliable
backups must provide timely and accurate restoration of all functions
of the college. This also applies to data residing on file, servers
operated by the college.
Listed below are some of the terminologies used:
 Backup – refers to making copies of data onto optical disks or
other offline mass storage media so that these additional copies
may be used to restore the original after a data loss event.
 Archive – a collection of historical records saved onto optical
disks or other offline mass storage media for the purpose of
releasing on-line storage room.
 Restore – the process of bringing off line storage data back from
the offline media and putting it on an online storage system such
as a file server.
Implementation
 The Head of CSS shall delegate a staff in the network group to
perform regular backup. The delegated person is responsible in
keeping all back-up data and in case of the need to restore, it
must be available.
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 College backup data must be retained in order for all systems to
be fully recoverable whatever the failure is, including individual
mechanical failure or disaster recovery.
 NCT will use full backups to ensure that all systems are fully
recoverable. The frequency of backups is determined by the
instability of data; the retention of backup’s copies is determined
by criticality of the data.
 As a guideline, back-ups should be taken at least every fortnight
or more frequently as the case requires.
 To ensure that all data is archived in a timely manner NCT will
use “disk to disk” archive strategy for all backups system wide. At
a minimum, one fully recoverable version of all critical data must
be stored in a secure storage location.
 All critical information used on workstations should be placed on
networked file server drives to allow for backup.
Back-up Important Information
(a) A logbook should be prepared by the technician in charge which
will include important details of back-up service made.
(b) Timing – full backups are to be performed in appropriate times
(e.g. Monday and/or Wednesday night) and whenever necessary.
The frequency is as follows:
- College systems – 2x a week
- Student projects – weekly
- Z:/ drive – weekly
(c) Storage – Hard disk with 1.5TB capacity.
(d) Data to be backed-up includes the following information:
- user data stored on the network drive (student projects, staff
and student network drives)
- system state data and critical applications
(e) Systems to be backed-up in all servers
(f) Archives are made in all Z:/ drive and mail servers.

6.3.16

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure is a new method of ETC in delivering
computing power to the labs. It runs on a powerful server
infrastructure, operating systems and applications that runs faster.
The computing environments that works faster will increase
computing efficiency for users.

Domain Administrators
-

ETC Network Group are the Domain Administrators
Installation of ESX Servers, vSphere Client and Vcenter Server
Create the Datastore for storing VMs and data
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Deploy Virtual Machines and use Clones, Snapshots, templates
Health Check for VMs and ESX host
Present / Assign LUN to ESX host

Domain Users
-

NCT domain users have all the privileges to use the VDI labs just
like on how they use the non VDI labs.
Unless otherwise requested by HoDs to restrict some users just
like on the current setup of Project lab wherein only project
students are allowed to use the lab.

Creating VDI Pools
-

A Department will request a list of software needed for a certain
semester addressed to the ETC-HoC/CSS-HoS.
ETC-HoC/CSS-HoS will approve the requested software and
assign to technician.
ETC technician will install the requested software in a non VDI
computer.
After the technician finished installation, the HoS of requesting
department will assign a lecturer who will configure and test the
software.
If software installation and configuration is a success, VDI Admins
will now create a pool.

Additional Software to VDI Pools
-

A Department will request a list of software to be added in the VDI
golden image addressed to the ETC-HoC/ CSS-HoS.
ETC-HoC/CSS-HoS will approve the requested software and
assign to technician.
ETC technician will install the requested software in a non VDI
computer.
After the technician finished installation, the HoS of requesting
department will assign a lecturer who will configure and test the
software.
If software installation and configuration is a success, VDI Admins
will now recomposed the pool.

Monitoring
ETC Network Group is using two software for monitoring the VDI.
(a) Vsphere Client - The vSphere Client uses the VMware API to
access vCenter Server. After the user is authenticated, a session
starts in vCenter Server, and the user sees the resources and
virtual machines that are assigned to the user. For virtual machine
console access, the vSphere Client first uses the VMware API to
obtain the virtual machine location from vCenter Server. The
vSphere Client then connects to the appropriate host and
provides access to the virtual machine console.
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(b) Horizon View Manager - provides remote-desktop capabilities to
users using VMware's virtualization technology. A client desktop
operating-system - typically Microsoft Windows 7, Vista or XP runs within a virtual environment on a server.

6.3.17

Helpdesk Service Request

The CSS Helpdesk serve as a hub for reporting technical support
incidents and service requests. Each department has a technical
support technician that needs to monitor the CSS Helpdesk for an
immediate action. In any case that the technical support is not
available, the CSS Helpdesk officer will assign the service request to
the nearest technician available in the site.
This guidelines will help the staff and students to understand the
quality of service rendered by the technicians when they interact with
the CSS Helpdesk. This will also notes a variety of potential
assessment events and tools that may be working to assure
administrators that the CSS Helpdesk is meeting or exceeding
expectations.

Supported Services
(a) Desktop & Hardware Services – this includes setup, problem
analysis and repair.
(b) Laptop Services – this includes distribution and retrieval, problem
analysis and repair.
(c) Software Services – this includes installation support, software
image, problem analysis and software reimaging as required.
(d) Network Services – this includes account creation, access
problem identification/resolution and wireless access problem
identification/resolution.
(e) Printer Services – this includes setup/configuration, printing
problem analysis and repair.
(f) Scanner Services – this includes setup/configuration, scanning
problem analysis and repair.
(g) Projector Services – this includes setup, problem analysis and
repair.
(h) Telecommunications Services – this includes IP Phone and Fax
distribution and configuration, problem analysis and repair.
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(i) CD Burn Services – only for multiple CDs and must be requested
one day before it will be used.

Services Not Supported
(a) Personally owned equipment – this includes but not limited to
computers, monitors, printers, tablets and mobile phones.
(b) Software not approved for use by ETC – this includes all software
without license and all personal software not related to college
use.
(c) Item request – this includes but not limited to system upgrades,
computer equipment and accessories, network devices and nonICT related items.
(d) Non-ICT related services – this includes but not limited to AC
repair, and power failure.

6.3.18

System Development

(a) Staff Inquiry may address to any member of Software
Development Group.
(b) The software development member will get details of the inquiry
and identify the problem and give possible solution to the problem
(c) Identify the type of action need for the problem or assistance
Minor Problem - such user accounts, clarification on data,
assistance on how to use the system and make immediate action.
In case of software training needs makes an arrangement of
schedule.
Program Minor Revision - trace some bug on the program,
recode the module
System Flow Revision
‐ Discuss the situation to Group Leader
‐ If granted - Reconstruct the flow, makes the needed codes
‐ If not notify the staff about the situation and suggest alternative
solution
(d) For new system, staff can request through the SharePoint site.

6.3.19

Web Publishing

The College web policies and guidelines are intended to inform staff,
students and others about posting or publishing news and other
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college activities in the website, posting to discussion forums, as well
as creating and maintaining official and personal web pages and
electronic newsletters in the college. In this regard, the following
procedures must be followed:
(a) The college registers the domain name www.nct.edu.om for web
hosting of any web presence associated with the college’s
business, academic and research mission and web development
services.
(b) Nizwa College of Technology has 2 categories of web pages; (1)
the official web pages using the current college design template
with information relating to a program, research center or other
official unit of the college. (2) Personal web pages developed by
students and staff that contain non-official information about the
authors, including their backgrounds, interest, and/or opinions
that reside in the NCT webserver. Web pages supporting the
mission and activities of student clubs and organizations are also
considered personal web pages.
(c) Any staff and student who wants to submit a personal web page
to the web master for hosting must seek an approval from the
HoS of CSS for technical review.
(d) All staff and students with personal pages are responsible for
ensuring that the information contain therein is of the highest
editorial standards (spelling, punctuation, grammar, style, etc.)
and are accurate.
(e) All web pages must include a contact e-mail address for the
content author and page administrator.
(f) Web pages must be free from copyrighted text (e.g., journal
papers), tables, figures, graphics, etc., unless the copyright owner
provides written permission.

6.4

OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
Depending on the seriousness of an offence, the following procedures will
be followed:
(a) First Offence: Your network access will be suspended for 24 hours and
your name is recorded.
(b) Second Offence: Network Access will be withheld for a period of one
week.
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(c) Third Offence: Network Access will be denied. You would then have to
apply in writing to the Head of the Computer Services Section through
your head of department to have your access restored.
(d) There will be no leniency shown, nor any deviation from the above
process. The Computer Services Section will not be responsible if the
students are given no marks for any test or assignments that are not
completed due to the suspension of their network privileges.
In addition to loss of laboratory privileges, the following offenses will be
referred for possible disciplinary action:
(a) Intentional and/or malicious damage to computer laboratory software,
equipment, or data.
(b) Misuse of computer laboratory facilities that results (or could result) in
damages to college software, equipment, or data.
(c) Use of computer laboratory facilities to bypass the campus network
security system or any other computer security system.
(d) Use of computer laboratory facilities to damage or gain unauthorized
access to the information, files, or property of another person or
organization.
(e) Theft, including but not limited to, the illegal copying of software or data.
(f) Use of college equipment and/or network facilities for any illegal
purpose.
(g) Refusal to obey computer laboratory authority, including lecturers,
instructors, technicians and other agents acting in the performance of
their duties.

6.5

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Safety is the prime requisite in all work places. A safe and healthy working
atmosphere is a basic necessity and has to be ensured in all computer
laboratories and workshops without fail. Strict adherence to safety rules,
practices and precautions can facilitate and ensure a safe on-site working
environment.
Users are to maintain strict discipline with respect to the use of laboratory
equipment and strictly follow the mentioned rules and regulations, failing
which penalties and other actions will be taken against such user. DO’s &
DON’Ts for the users of computer and other related resources in the
laboratories is given in Appendix 5.
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6.5.1 General Operating Guidelines
To ensure health and safety inside the computer laboratory, the
following should be taken into consideration by all concerned:
 Keep the computer away from excessive moisture, direct
moisture and the extremes of heat and cold, to ensure that the
unit is working within the specified operating range.
 Leave a 10.2 cm (4 in) clearance on all vented sides of the
computer to permit the required airflow.
 Never restrict airflow into the computer by blocking any vents or
air intakes.
 Do not stack computers on top of each other or place computers
so near each other that they are subject to each other's recirculated or preheated air.
 Occasionally clean the air vents on the front, back, and any other
vented side of the computer. Lint, dust and other foreign matter
can block the vents and limit the airflow.
 If the computer is to be operated within a separate enclosure,
intake and exhaust ventilation must be provided on the
enclosure, and the same operating guidelines listed above will
still apply.

6.5.2 LABORATORY SAFETY RULES
The following Regulations and Safety Rules must be observed in all
computer laboratory locations.
(a) It is the duty of all concerned who use any computer laboratory to
take all reasonable steps to safeguard their health and safety.
(b) Be sure that all equipment are properly working before using them
for laboratory exercises.
(c) If a problem is noticed with a piece of equipment (e.g. a computer
doesn't respond or a printer doesn't print) or the room in general
(e.g. cooling, heating, lighting) users should report it to laboratory
staff immediately. They should not attempt to fix the problem
themselves.
(d) No smoking is allowed as all areas of the campus are nonsmoking areas.
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(e) Users are encouraged to leave the laboratories at least as nice
as they found them. They are advised to clean their area after
they completed their assigned activity/work/assignment. If a
certain user is the first person to use a particular computer unit,
he/she is advised to turn on the monitor and the system unit. After
he/she is done using the machine, he/she should choose the Log
Off option. It is recommended not to turn the computer unit off.
(f) Only one student should operate the computer at a time.
(g) Software installation in any computer laboratory is not allowed.
Only qualified ETC staff is allowed to perform software installation
in the labs.
(h) Food and Drinks are not allowed inside the computer laboratory.
(i) Report all accidents immediately to the Instructor or technician in
charge.
All these rules and regulations are necessary precaution in all
computer laboratories to safeguard students, laboratory staff, the
pieces of equipment inside, and other laboratory users.

6.5.3 Fire Detection and Protection
The entrance of each laboratory should be fitted with fire detecting
system and fire extinguisher. Carbon dioxide, ordinary (BC-rated)
dry chemical and halogen fire extinguishers may be used. DO
NOT USE water extinguishers on energized electrical equipment.
A written, up-to-date Emergency Exit Plan for computer
laboratories is essential in case of emergency. Make sure all users
read and understand the Computer Laboratory Emergency Exit Plan.
The plan should contain information about evacuation from the facility,
including who is in charge of the evacuation. The Emergency Exit Plan
for the Computer Laboratories can be found in Appendix 7.
Emergency lighting shall be provided in the following areas:





Interior corridors of buildings.
Windowless portions of the building.
Stairways.
Laboratories and workshops.

Escape routes should be outlined for every area of the building
housing the laboratories. Since stairways are the primary escape
route in multiple story buildings, they should not be used for any kind
of storage.
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6.5.4 Avoiding Potential Health Problems
What Can A User Do To Help Himself?
With increased computer use, a number of health and safety concerns
related to vision and body aches and pains have arisen. Many
problems with computer use are completely preventable. However, it
is important to seek prompt medical attention if you do experience
symptoms including:










Continual or recurring discomfort
Aches and pain
Throbbing
Tingling
Numbness
Burning sensation
Stiffness
Eye strain
Back and neck pain discomfort

Make full use of the equipment provided, and adjust it to get the best
from it so as to avoid potential health problems. It is worthy being as
comfortable as possible, to avoid tiredness and back strain. Here are
some practical tips:
Getting Comfortable
 Adjust your chair to find the most comfortable position for your work.
As a broad guide, your forearms should be approximately
horizontal.
 Make sure you have enough work space to take whatever
documents or other equipment you need.
 Try different arrangements of keyboard, screen, mouse and
documents to find the best arrangement for you.
 The blinds/curtains in laboratories should be closed at all times, to
avoid glare. This should prevent irritation and time spent adjusting
the monitor to avoid reflections, and moving desks to avoid
eyestrain.
 Make sure there is space under your desk to move your legs freely.
Move any obstacles such as bags and sports equipment.
 Avoid excess pressure from the edge of your seat on the backs of
your legs and knees.
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Keying in
 Adjust your keyboard to get a good keying position. A space in front
of the keyboard is sometimes helpful for resting the hands and
wrists when not keying.
 Try to keep your wrists straight when keying. Keep a soft touch on
the keys and don't overstretch your fingers. Good keyboard
technique is important.
 Keyboard should be placed directly in front of the monitor and at the
same height as the mouse.
Using a Mouse
 Position the mouse within easy reach, so it can be used with the
wrist straight. Sit upright and close to the desk, so you don't have to
work with your mouse arm stretched. Move the keyboard out of the
way if it is not being used.
 Support your forearm on the desk, and don't grip the mouse too
tightly.
 Rest your fingers lightly on the buttons and do not press them hard.
 Familiarize yourself with keyboard shortcuts for applications you
regularly use, to avoid overusing the mouse.
Reading the Screen
 Adjust the brightness and contrast controls on the screen to suit
lighting conditions in the room.
 Make sure the screen surface is clean.
 In setting up software, choose options giving text that is large
enough to read easily on your screen, when you are sitting in a
normal, comfortable working position. Select colors that are easy
on the eye (avoid red text on a blue background, or vice-versa).
 Individual characters on the screen should be sharply focused and
should not flicker or move.
 Adjusting the screen height/seating so that when sitting comfortably
your eyes are in line with the top of the monitor screen.
 Positioning monitors to avoid glare (e.g. not directly in front of
windows).
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 Exercising the eyes by periodically focusing on objects at varying
distances.
 Blinking regularly
 Keeping the screen of the monitor clean.
Posture and Breaks
 Don't sit in the same position for long periods. Make sure you
change your posture as often as practicable. Little movement is
desirable, but avoid repeated stretching to reach things you need.
 Most jobs provide opportunities to take a break from the
screen, e.g., to do filing or photocopying. In the case of students,
you are advised to take breaks, and exercise. This should also
avoid the compulsion to eat/drink in the laboratories.
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
Strict adherence to the routine and preventive maintenance schedule is a
must for smooth and reliable operations of all laboratories, workshop and
server room facilities and equipment.

6.6.1 Equipment Maintenance Schedule
Proper schedule shall be maintained for all laboratory equipment.
HoS of CSS will assign the technician-in-charge from each
department to prepare the schedule of their laboratory maintenance.
A report shall be submitted for the completion of every maintenance
work, with the signature of the technician and coordinator of support
group attending the job.

6.6.2 Maintenance Activities
 The main servers in the server room are checked and maintained
weekly and select important data that are necessary for the
efficient operation of the college network infrastructure are
backed up for security. Assigned staff is also required to
produce FAQs or simple user’s guide regarding the
operation of the servers. Likewise, the Internet connectivity
and the college local intranet are also regularly checked. Network
access points between segments and between buildings are
checked and tested so as to ensure efficient flow of data
signals. Emphasis is given to the maintenance of switch/hub
racks or closets to ensure that they are working properly.
Cabling structure, indoor/outdoor access points and bridge
controller for wireless are also visited and checked once in a
while to ensure that they are still in good condition.
 Routine and periodic checking and inspections of all laboratory
resources are done by staff assigned. The time schedule for
these maintenance inspections may vary from staff to staff,
but regular reporting about the status of all facilities including
equipment and peripherals from servers to workstations,
as well as network equipment.
 To ensure proper functioning and operation of all equipment,
laboratory assistants regularly communicate with lecturers and
students regarding their use of facilities and equipment.
 Maintenance and replacement of worn out components.
When breakdown or malfunction occurs, technicians are called
for repair. This is usually done upon reporting and submitting the
service request in the Helpdesk system except in cases where
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too many services need to be done and staff becomes
inadequate.
 The systems are also thoroughly maintained before the start of
each semester for its proper functioning apart from the schedule
of maintenance.

6.6.3 Replacement and/or Repair
Replacement or repair of worn out laboratory equipment will be
carried out after identifying the actual faults and its corrective
measures. All sorts of repair or replacement shall be carried out by
skilled and authorized service representatives. Equipment which
cannot be repaired shall be replaced for reliable, effective and
efficient functioning of computer laboratories. All jobs pertaining to
replacement and repair should be logged and records should be
reviewed by HoS of CSS.

6.6.4 Cleaning of Laboratories and Equipment
All laboratory equipment, machines and instruments inside
working premises including tables, chairs, board, etc., shall be
kept neat and clean from dust and dirt to safeguard human
health and durability of equipment. Only permissible cleaning
materials shall be used for the equipment cleaning.
The following guidelines can be followed in carrying out cleaning
activities:
 Keep all work tables, equipment, instruments, racks and cabinets
from dust, dirt and water spills.
 Periodic cleaning of all laboratories equipment shall be
carried out properly and without fail.

6.7

UPGRADES AND IMPROVEMENTS
The various activities and operations of the computer laboratories
shall be continuously monitored and studied for evaluating the efficiency
of performance and doing the necessary corrective measures when
efficiency decreases. Suitable proposals and suggestions for upgrades and
improvements of facilities and equipment may be prepared by taking into
consideration the increasing demand and current technological growth.

6.7.1 Software Update
The updates for all software installed in machines in various
computer laboratories and workshops are to be maintained by the
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Laboratory Assistant / Technician in coordination with the network
team. Updates in proprietary software will be done once the new
licenses including the new versions of the software are acquired
by the college. These upgrades are to be installed through the
network server whenever applicable, or through image sources
or individual installation for OEMs.

6.7.2 Hardware Maintenance and Upgrade
Hardware should also be regularly upgraded and preventive
maintenance conducted to save the college money and provide
options for adding more workstations. In this case, monitoring of new
products that are related and compatible to the existing machines
should be done for upgrades to be effective. The general computer
hardware maintenance may be carried out as follows:
 by the supplier during warranty period of the machines and other
equipment / peripherals;
 through Annual Maintenance Contract (AMC) in which the
college enters into a contract with a qualified vendor;
 in-house maintenance, the case of which sufficient spare parts
and components should be stocked; and
 on-call basis by sending the item to the qualified external
technician for repair.

6.7.3 College PC Replacement Guideline
Every computer at some point will fail, it might upsurge over gradually
and eventually crush, or it might fail suddenly and enormously. A
clear PC replacement or hardware upgrades strategy, combined with
good monitoring software can help the college in maintaining
productivity and avoid productivity and budget shocks. The college
has yet to adopt a planned schedule for replacement based on age
of its PCs; standard recommendation is to replace hardware after
three to five years usage. Each replacement will take place when
agreed by the concerned heads and all users will continue to use
their computers until such time that they are replaced. Ongoing
replacement might occur in the following situations:
 Computer laboratory computing requirements change, e.g. new
applications to run on the computer that require additional
computing and storage capacity.
 Computer has failed or is unreliable.
 Too expensive to maintain
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 Too risky to maintain because of age and high likelihood of failure.

6.8

LABORATORY
MANAGEMENT

RESOURCES

and

MATERIALS

Computer laboratory equipment related to recent technological
advancements can be procured and installed for use by students and staff
in special projects and activities. For these few cases, this high-technology
equipment will be installed and made available to the users as early as
possible. All the installations and maintenance of these resources will be
performed only by authorized company experts that supplied them.

6.8.1 Equipment, Tools and Materials Inventory
To facilitate easy monitoring of resources that the Centre should
keep and maintain, inventory lists of all resources existing in all
computer laboratories, as well as computer units and other related
resources that are being kept/assigned to staff offices, should be
kept and continuously be updated at the Centre. In this regard, the
following guidelines must be followed:
 Technician-in-charge in Asset Tracking System will maintain the
list of inventories in all ICT-related equipment in the college.
 Any changes of ICT-related equipment installed in different
department must be updated in the Asset Tracking System by the
concern technician in the department.
 Status of computer, network and other peripherals should be
entered in the Asset Tracking System. In cases wherein problem
needs an immediate attention, the technician should report
immediately to HoS of CSS.
 Staff and students are not allowed to dispose computers and
other IT-related equipment without the written approval of HoS of
CSS or Head of ETC.
 The assigned technician in the Asset Tracking System will be
responsible for all the equipment until it is officially removed from
his/her inventory.

6.8.2 Labeling
All laboratory equipment and resources shall be provided with
suitable labels showing the item name and specifications for easier
identification. Also the storage shelves, racks and cabinets of all
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materials including consumables are to be properly labeled to
provide easy access.

6.8.3 Laboratory Equipment Procurement
Purchase and/or procurement of all types of computer laboratory
equipment including new computers, software and its consumables
and peripheral devices shall be made in advance, forecasting the
future needs. All requirements prepared, approved and counter
signed by concerned HoDs shall be forwarded to the purchase
section for further action.
The final purchase order shall be placed after considering the quality
of the product, delivery time and provisions for after-sales servicing
and end-user training.

6.8.4 Receiving and Installation of Hardware and Software
New laboratory machines and other equipment and materials being
supplied to the computer laboratories shall be received by a
technician-in-charge in the Asset Tracking System or the storekeeper after verification of specified specifications and working
condition in the presence of an inspector / staff in- charge.
 All assembly and installation works done at site shall be done
by a specialized and skilled technician, preferably from the
supplier side, assisted with a knowledgeable technician from the
Centre.
 The newly purchased equipment shall be tested and certified for
its proper operation in the presence of a supplier representative.
 Equipment manuals and catalogues of new equipment shall be
collected and preserved at the Centre through the safe-keeping of
an assigned technician.
 Necessary entries shall be made in the related stock registers and
records.

6.8.5 Laboratory Structure and Amenities
Computer laboratories shall be suitably designed and structured by
taking into account the following key factors:
 proper ventilation and air-conditioning
 proper lighting
 relevant cabinets, racks and furniture
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 firefighting equipment and tools
 first aid kit
 non-slippery floor
Temperature Range:
A sufficient number of air conditioners should be installed to
maintain the following temperatures:
 Operating Temperature
: 50° to 95° F (15° to 26° C)
: 22° to 140° F (30° to 50° C)
 Non-operating Temperature
Relative Humidity:
 Operating Humidity
 Non-operating Humidity

: 10% to 90% (non-condensing at ambient)
: 5% to 95% (non-condensing at ambient)

Electrical Power and Data Networks:
Each lab must be provided the stabilized electric power meeting
the following specifications:
: 200 – 240 VAC
 Operating Voltage Range
 Operating Line Frequency Range : 48 – 51 Hz
Ample power and data network ports must be provided in the
proper locations. Locations should not be based on the furniture
plans supplied by the architect unless the actual furniture to be
purchased matches the plans. All electrical power/data locations
should be based on the actual furniture to be purchased and installed.
Considerations must be given to how power and network cables will
be run. Designs should provide one data port and one duplex
electrical outlet (two plugs) for every network device in the lab.
Light in the Laboratories
Laboratories should have fluorescent lights fitted. Indirect lighting
should be used to eliminate or at least reduce the glare.
Laboratory Design and Layout
The following are the general guidelines to be followed in the
construction of computer laboratories:
 The ideal room size should be 15 X 8 meters
 A location should be provided for the display of printed materials.
 At least one window should be there in each laboratory.
 For an open laboratory, the need for a station for the Laboratory
Technical Support Staff and, the location of that, should be
determined by the laboratory technician.
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 Printers should be located near the laboratory technician (if there
is a location for the laboratory technician).
 Within discipline-specific computer laboratories (where instruction
sometimes occurs), the assistive-technology workstation (lecturer
workstation) should be located in the center of the front row or
in the teacher work table whenever applicable. Give
consideration to room lighting; screen glare should be reduced as
much as possible.
Laboratory Furniture
The location of CPUs must be considered. If these are set on the
table, they tend to consume desktop space and block the student
view. If set on the floor, they can be easily kicked/damaged or may
prevent the chair from rolling up to the table. The use of under-table
racks is strongly recommended since they may reduce damage to
the CPU and will provide additional desktop space to the student.
Tables hosting computers should have keyboard trays. A minimum
of 3 feet of horizontal table space is strongly recommended per
computer station. The 3-feet minimum will provide students with
adequate tabletop space for other materials and will allow the use of
the keyboard trays without the mouse pads interfering with each
other.
A sample of laboratory design and layout is shown in Appendix 10.

6.8.6 Budget Allocation
Forecasted annual estimates may be prepared for each laboratory
and submitted well in advance to the concerned authorities for annual
budget allocation. This budget shall include the following expenses:
 operating expenses such as maintenance, cleaning, water and
electricity (if needed);
 purchase of consumables;
 upgrades and improvement works for both the facility and
equipment;
 purchase of new equipment; and
 laboratory furniture – maintenance / repair and new purchases.
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INSPECTION and INTERNAL AUDITING
Necessary inspection and auditing activities are conducted by the
technician-in-charge in each laboratory to check regular activities of
computer laboratories, material inventory, maintenance and cleaning
activities, documentation readings, and other related works. This in turn is
counter-checked by the HoS-CSS through the reports submitted and
random ocular inspection of facilities from time to time. Necessary feedback
information (Appendix 9) shall be collected online from the students and
staff as end-users of computer laboratories regarding the efficiency and
effectiveness of the operation of the facility, as well as effectiveness of
training done in these facilities.
Inspection and Auditing takes care of the following:
 Monitoring and follow up of all activities in computer laboratories.
 Optimizing the utility of laboratory and its equipment.
 Improving the quality of service.
 Formulating an effective time management schedule.
 Planning for annual improvement and upgrade policies.
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7. EDUCATIONAL SERVICES SECTION
The Educational Services Section (ESS) is one of the three main section of the
Educational Technology Center (ETC). It is primarily responsible in providing
access to the educational resources and aids of the college and giving all users
the necessary assistance to such.
The purpose of this section in this manual is to provide best practice information in
the implementation of the section rules. The intended audience includes all the
parties involved in the delivery and receipt of services; administrators, teachers,
related services providers, and students. The ESS is ensuring that all parties to the
service process will get the same knowledge. This section also provides a single
point of reference regarding legislation and ETC policy and guidelines to assist
college in developing programs and services that enable students and staff to meet
the goals of education. It also contains procedural information to assist in
accessing programs and services provided by ESS section.
The Educational Services Section (ESS), for its part, performs the following
functions:
 Organize, classify, maintain and upgrade various educational aids and assist
staff and students in their use
 Improve the teaching-learning process in the college by producing high-quality
educational aids in collaboration with various academic departments
 Support the holding of various college activities such as workshops, academic
gatherings, seminars, and conferences
 Maintain, update and improve the college website to provide better services for
staff and students

Head of the

ETC

7.1

HoS

HoS

HoS

Computer Services Section

Educational Services Section

Library Section

CSS Staff

ESS Staff

Library Staff

Objectives
To achieve quality and enhancement in the ESS operation as well as related
services, this manual is developed to provide in a concise and brief format,
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the statement about the policies and aims of the section for building up a
Quality Management System as well as related services so that it will:





7.2

Provide guideline and technical support for staff and student for a better
utilization of allowed educational resources and aids.
Classify and organize of the college educational materials and
equipment;
Update, developed and maintain of the college educational materials
and equipment;
Produce and develop of various educational aids for the benefit of
educational process, in cooperation with the concerned departments
and centers.

THE STAFF MEMBERS
The ESS is keeping qualified, experienced and skilled staff for all its
operations. The qualifications and strength of the technician staff is in
compliance with the requirements of the college envisaged by the Ministry of
Manpower. Staff appraisal is also conducted once every academic year for
fulfillment of their job responsibilities and to determine the extent of employee
efficiency and whether or not need specific training to develop skills and that
done by the Head of section.
To ensure proper supervision of ESS facilities and equipment, one staff
member is assigned to form the group in charge of overall monitoring
and control of equipment per section. Efficient and smooth functioning of
workshops requires adequate number of technical staff members with
necessary specialized qualifications and experience.
Photocopy Services Group
 Ali Salem Al-Riyami
 Mohammed Akbar Ali
Graphics Design Group
 Gilbert Pajimna
 Edson Talla
 Amar Abdelmonim Khalifa
Audio/Video Support
 Arturo Niday, Jr.

7.2.1 Duties and Responsibilities
The educational services support staff is responsible for assisting the
lecturers and students in their day-to-day activities. Moreover, they
are responsible for other works as defined in the following sections:
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Graphics Design:
 Conceives ideas, concepts, and campaigns; designs, produces,
works with others and coordinates in the creation of multifaceted
communication materials in print, and other mediums for a variety
of instructional, promotional, development, and recruitment
projects;
 Work projects with team members to provide professional
recommendations for concept, design, art direction, production,
printing, publication signage and monitors quality control;
 Defines design criteria; develops concept and direction; proposes,
directs and creates art and photography;
 Operates a computer or uses traditional techniques for a variety of
graphic design activities, including desktop publishing and layout,
production, illustration, and 3D animation; and
 Performs any other tasks assigned by the Head of Centre.
Photocopy Support:
 Acts as primary customer services contact for Copy Center
explains policies and procedures and resolves issues related to
Copy Center services;
 Develops and implements procedures for Copy Center; provides
input on changes in departmental policies, procedures and
equipment acquisition;
 Responsible for oversight of instructional and administrative
materials produced at Copy Center; ensures quality control for
completed orders;
 Responsible for compliance with applicable copyright laws;
screens material presented for copying to assure compliance; and
 Performs any other tasks assigned by the Head of Centre.
Audio/Video Technician:
 Create production sets using audio and lighting to enhance live
performances;
 Configure, set up, operate, maintain and repair equipment used to
enhance live events, such as microphones, projectors, lighting and
sound mixing equipment;
 Maintain records of maintenance, repair and distribution of
equipment;
 Record programs, services, presentations with audio equipment,
operate spotlights, adjust amplifiers, coordinate graphics used in
displays and provide technical support for teleconferences and
webinars;
 Performs any other tasks assigned by the Head of Centre.
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PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES
To make sure that all operations are performed in a timely and efficient
manner, there must be a specific process and procedures. This guidelines
will help the staff and students understand the quality of service rendered
by the technicians in ESS when they interact with the ESS Helpdesk. The
ESS Helpdesk as a hub for services provide the staff and student, printing,
photocopying, graphics design, audio and video assistance, and any other
educational services related. The ESS Helpdesk is design to give an
immediate action only to a valid service request listed below.
Printing and Photocopying includes:
- Printed materials.
- Prioritizes production.
- Reviews copyright materials.
- Recycling paper and plastics.
- Packaging and lamination.
Graphics design includes:
- Create and combine symbols, images of ideas and messages.
- packaging or logo design, digital art products, design and layout,
including brochures, business cards, flyers, leaflets, ads, books,
newsletters, presentations and many others, that utilizes a variety of
media in order to achieve the desired artistic or decorative effects.
- Also Involved, layouts and the production of large print media,
publications and web-pages.
- Moreover, engage in helping students project, for design and fabrication.
Conduct training for staff and students to enhance their skills and ability
in graphics design and fabrication.
Audio and video includes:
- Set up recording equipment, mixing boards, microphones, speakers,
projectors, video screens and video monitors.
- Cover indoors and outdoor events conferences, conventions and
sporting contests ...etc.
- Record programs, services, presentations with audio equipment,
operate spotlights, adjust amplifiers, coordinate graphics used in
displays and provide technical support for teleconferences and
webinars.
- Record programs, services, presentations with audio equipment,
operated spotlights, adjust amplifiers, coordinate graphics used in
displays and provide technical support for conferences and webinars.
- Make sure that there is proper & smooth scheduling of the college
multipurpose hall and the college open theater:
- Assist staff & students in the development and editing of video
requirements in teaching, learning and the other college activities.
- Conducts training for staffs & student in audio video editing and related
fields.
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Services not supported:
- print or copying any personal documents
- cover any personal events
- a design for any events not related to college work
- Request specific designs for acts outside the scope of the college work
With the increasing number of requests for services throughout the college,
the Educational Services Section (ESS) is implementing a policy to provide
various services in a smooth way. The following are the general policies that
should be followed:
-

7.4

Send the request only through the Helpdesk System
Requests will be posted after it has been approved by the Head of
Section.
It is the responsibility of the staff who requested to provide an accurate
information.
All requests that meet the content policies will be reviewed based on the
following criteria:
a. Relevance
b. Timeliness
c. Target Audience\appropriateness/ Decency

HEALTH AND SAFETY
The health and safety section in this manual is used to involve students and
staff members in a cooperative effort to promote safety and good health in
the campus. No one knows a workplace better than the people who work in
it, ensuring that workplaces are safe is very important to prevent accidents
and injuries on the job. To keep the workplace safe there must be a
concerted effort: The following should be taken into consideration by all
concerned:

7.4.1 General Operating Guidelines
To ensure health and safety inside the workplace, the following
should be taken into consideration by all concerns:
 Always keep the work place and surrounding area clean and free
from obstructions.
 After completing the job, tools, equipment and other left over
materials must be returned at designated storage place.
 Oily materials and other intermediate materials shall be removed
and kept in metallic containers with cover.
 Spilled oil or grease on the floor must be immediately removed
and clean.
 All staff in ESS are expected to wear proper uniform while on duty.
 First-aid boxes and fire preventive equipment must be placed in
noticeable and easy to access area.
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 Smoking is not allowed in the section.
 If necessary, gloves must be wear inside the work area.
 Always take good care of the equipment and materials because it
is very expensive and hazardous.
 For doing any maintenance work, work permission is necessary
from HOS or HOC.
 Keep the machines away from excessive moisture, heat and cold,
to avoid any unnecessary problems.
 Leave a space between walls and the machines to have proper
airflow, As well as
 Always clean your machine before starting any work.
 Use the fire extinguisher in case of fire.
 Use the nearest exit in the case of inability to control the fire.
 For any simple accident, use first aid and then inform emergency.

7.4.2 Fire or Explosion Procedures
Fires and explosions are among the most frequent causes of disaster.
There is no immunity to fires.
ACTION PLAN:
 Evacuate the building (Pull the fire alarm).
 Close doors to the fire area.
 Call the Fire Department (9999).
 Arrange for the safety of students & staff.
 Inspect the building before returning.
 If possible, close the doors to the fire area. Closing all doors
around the fire area will keep the fire from spreading as quickly.
 Ask students and staff is to assemble at a designated safe area.
 DO NOT ENTER any building that may have sustained damage
until it has been examined by qualified persons and declared safe.
 REMEMBER, SAFETY FIRST! DO NOT PUT YOURSELF AT
RISK FOR ANY REASON.

7.5

Upgrades and improvements
Educational services section work to increase the academic achievement of
students and staff primarily in the college in the second place quality of
services provided, corrective action, or restructuring. These services, which
are in addition to instruction provided during the college day, may include
academic assistance such as tutoring, remediation and other supplemental
academic services. ESS services must be high quality that designed to
increase student academic achievement primarily. In this part of the manual,
proposals and suggestions for upgrades and improvements of facilities and
equipment must take into consideration to increase the applications
submitted by staff members and students.
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7.5.1 Purchase Equipment:
Sections always try to buy equipment and devices that work on
improving the quality of work to become more professional. The
section plan to buy a set of equipment like heavy duty photocopier
machine, certificate design machine, RTF card making and other
related equipment.

7.5.2 Upgrade hardware and software:
Upgrades of software will be done annually through insert of new
licenses including the new versions of the software acquired by the
college. These upgrades are to be installed through the network
server wherever applicable. Moreover, ESS plan to request a new
program like Google sketch up. The hardware maintenance and
upgrade is linked to CSS guidelines.
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8. LIBRARY
The College Library is one of the three main sections of the Educational
Technology Center (ETC). It aims to provide resources on various scientific
subjects required in the teaching-learning process in the college and organize
these according to the latest scientific methods. Likewise, the library aims to direct
its assets to serve the students, as well as the members of the administrative and
academic areas of the college. It strives to support the educational programs of
various college specializations as well as its courses and research activities
through its collection of books, reference dictionaries periodicals and electronic
resources (such as Ebrary) as well as other means. The library records its
materials using the Dewey classification system, classifying its holdings into 10
divisions of knowledge.
Today, the library continues to evaluate its programs, collections, and technology;
it also tries to consistently improve its services delivery and other relevant activities
on a regular basis, in order to continue to meet the challenges of a dynamic college
environment. The Library seeks to achieve excellence by encouraging, facilitating
and coordinating the active participation of the college community in identifying and
acquiring excellent resources.
Head of the
ETC

8.1

HoS

HoS

Computer Services Section

Educational Services Section

Library Section

CSS Staff

ESS Staff

Library Staff

HoS

Management and Administration
8.1.1 Library Operation
Hours of Operation
The NCT Library is open from 8:00 a.m. until 7:30 p.m. every school
day of Saturday to Tuesday and Wednesday from 8:00 a.m. until 4:00
p.m. Students must come with a purpose for learning. Faculty
members are welcome to browse and pick up materials in person or
notify a librarian of needs via IP Phone or IP messenger.
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Rules and Regulations while inside the College Library
 Please observe silence at all times when inside the library.
 After using all books, magazines and newspapers, leave them
neatly on the desk or put them on the trolley and let the staff return
them to their proper locations.
 Maintain cleanliness of your reading area. Take all rubbish with
you when going out of the library.
 Observe general etiquette in interacting or communicating with
others inside the library.
 Conversation is not permitted in designated quiet and individual
study areas or in the adjacent book stacks and corridors.
 Readers must refrain from any noisy or unseemly behavior, or
any other conduct likely to interfere with the comfort or
convenience of other readers within the library or likely to damage
or result in the unauthorized use of library space, equipment,
material and property.
 Eating, drinking and smoking are not permitted in the library.
 The library assumes no responsibility for personal property left in
the library.
 Readers must not misuse library furniture, equipment or materials
in any way.
 Litters are to be placed in the bins provided.
 All mobile phones and other similar electronic devices are to be
switched for silent prior to entering the library.
 No materials or posters may be distributed or displayed within the
library without the permission of the College Librarian.
 All readers/clients are required to leave the library 10 minutes
before closing time.

8.1.2 Personnel
8.1.2.1 HoS of Library
The Head of Library Services will have the following
responsibilities and authority:
Administrative Duties
 Specifying and meeting college needs for research
resources in coordination with centers and
departments.
 Safeguarding library materials and providing a suitable
environment for reading and research.
 Organizing and classifying library records, research
resources and setting up a borrowing system.
 Cooperating with other institutions to exchange
academic and research materials.
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 Appraising staff performance and forwarding the
appraisal forms to the Head of Educational Technology
Center.
 Carrying out any other tasks assigned by the Head of
the Educational Technology Center.
Archivist Duties
 Catalog published archival materials.
 Ensure that archival materials are protected and
preserved.
 Maintain the security of all materials placed in the
archives.
 Assist researchers in the use of archival materials for
the college events
 Check campus publications for historical accuracy.
System Administrator Duties
 Maintain and update the records of its materials using
the Dewey classification system, classifying its
holdings into 10 divisions of knowledge.
 Maintain and update the records in library system.
 Maintain and upgrade library PC’s and printers.

8.1.2.2 Library Staff
a. Helps the librarian acquire, prepare, and organize
materials and assists users in locating the appropriate
resources
b. Performs clerical duties, like shelving books, checking
in returned materials and assisting patrons with basic
questions and requests
c. Directs library users to standard references, organizes
and maintains periodicals, prepares volumes for
binding, handles interlibrary loan requests, prepares
invoices, performs routine cataloguing and coding of
library materials and, retrieves information from
computer databases
d. Sorts returned books, periodicals, and other items and
put them on their designated shelves, in the
appropriate files, or in storage areas. Before reshelving returned materials, they look for any damage
and try to make repairs.
e. Encourages and teaches students to use the library
and media center. They also help staff obtain
instructional materials, and they assist students with
assignments.
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8.1.3 Library Resources and Services Survey
The aim of this survey is to get the perceptions of library users (staff
and students) about the resources and services provided by the
college library in order to improve them if there is a need. Sample of
this survey is shown in Appendix 15.
Printer
Printer is provided for patron use by the NCT Library. Both
faculty/staff and students may access the network printer following
the instruction posted near to it. Papers to be used for printing are
the responsibility of individual users.
Computers
Computers are available in the NCT Library to provide Internet
access. Patrons may access the electronic databases using the link
provided by the library from the main page of the NCT College
website.
Audio/Visual Equipment
The NCT Library owns a limited number of projectors and other
pieces of audio-visual equipment. These are available for checkout
by the faculty and staff. Students are not allowed to checkout AV
materials without special permission. Students may use audio visual
materials in the library media center to make up a class assignment.

8.2

Circulation
8.2.1 Library Use
The NCT Library is open to the students, staff and public for use of
the collection within the physical premises.

8.2.2 Borrowing Privileges
Borrowing privileges are available to NCT faculty, staff and currently
enrolled students, as well as alumni and local patrons.
Borrower Identification Number
Individuals must have a Library identification number to borrow
materials from the library. Library identification number can acquire
in the library Circulation Desk, students will receive a 5-digit number
and staff with 3-digit number. This number must be stated for all
borrowing transactions.
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Borrower Confidentiality
As required by law, the NCT Library protects the confidentiality of
each patron. The library staff will not disclose information regarding
any patron’s circulation record, i.e., what materials are checked out
to whom. If a book is urgently needed, the library staff will attempt to
contact the patron about returning the item.
Procedures for Borrowing and Returning of books and other
materials
a. All borrowers must state a valid library identification number to the
library staff when borrowing or returning books and other
materials.
b. The borrower can search the book(s) he/she wants to borrow and
presents it to the authorized library staff.
c. The library staff will input the information to the library system.
d. A student can only borrow three (3) books at the same time.
e. Staff can only borrow five (5) books at the same time.

8.2.3 Loan periods and returns
Students who borrow materials from the NCT Library must return the
item within one (1) week and staff is within two (2) weeks. Audiovisual materials may also be checked out by NCT faculty and staff
members. Students may use these materials in the Listening Room
of the library. Materials may leave neatly on the desk or put them on
the trolley and let the staff return them to their proper locations.

8.2.4 Security
The NCT Library is equipped with a theft detection system. If an
alarm sounds as a patron is leaving the library, he/she will be
requested to return to the Circulation Desk, where a library staff
member will assist them with materials they need to check out.

8.2.5 Renewals
Patrons may renew any materials borrowed from the NCT Library
provided that no other person has made a request for the item. Each
user can renew the loaned book(s) for only one (1) time and he/she
must physically present the loaned book(s) to the library staff before
renewal.
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8.2.6 Holds
Registered patrons of the NCT Library may place a hold on an item
that is checked out to another patron. Notification will be sent when
the item is returned.

8.2.7 Reserves
Faculty members may place materials needed for course
assignments on reserve in the NCT Library. Students may request
these reserve materials from the Circulation Desk. Most reserve
books are for use only in the library, unless the professor has
requested a limited circulation period.

8.2.8 Overdue fines and lost book charges
Penalties for late book(s) returned will be 100 baisa per day for
students and 200 baisa per day for staff. When the materials are lost,
damaged or not returned, the library will require the readers/clients
to pay the cost of repair or replacement. Replacement is determined
by the cost of the item.

8.2.9 Library Signs
Signs are used in the library for direction, identification of materials
and collections, instruction, communication of rules, and hospitality.
Signage’s help each staff and students make easier to locate various
resources and equipment as well as areas designated for research,
periodicals, and audiovisual use. It also helps staff and students
become more independent and will free the library staff to do more
important things. Signs are placed in area wherein visible for staff
and students to read and attract attention.

8.3

Cataloguing
8.3.1 Classification System
The NCT Library’s collection is cataloged electronically using the
Dewey classification system (see below). The only exceptions are
periodicals, which are arranged alphabetically by title, and
recordings, which are assigned consecutive numbers as they are
received.
Dewey Classification System
000 Generalities

500 Natural Sciences &
Mathematics
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Bibliographies & catalogs
Library & information sciences
General encyclopedic works
Unassigned
General serials & their indexes
General organizations &
museology
News media, journalism,
publishing
General collections
Manuscripts & rare books

510
520
530
540
550
560

Mathematics
Astronomy & allied sciences
Physics
Chemistry & allied sciences
Earth sciences
Paleontology, Paleozoology

570 Life Sciences
580 Botanical sciences
590 Zoological sciences

100 Philosophy & Psychology
110 Metaphysics
120 Epistemology, causation,

600 Technology (Applied Sciences)
610 Medical sciences
620 Engineering & allied sciences

130 Paranormal phenomena
140 Specific philosophical schools

630 Agriculture
640 Management & auxiliary

150 Psychology
160 Logic

650 Chemical engineering
660 Home economics & family

170 Ethics (Moral philosophy)
180 Ancient, medieval, Oriental

670 Manufacturing
680 Manufacture for specific uses

190 Modern Western philosophy

690 Buildings

200
210
220
230
240

700
710
720
730
740

humankind

philosophy

250
260
270
280
290

Religion
Natural theology
Bible
Christian Theology
Christian moral & devotional
theology
Christian orders & local
churches
Christian social theology
Christian church history
Christian denominations &
sects
Other and comparative
religions

services

living

The Arts
Civic & landscape art
Architecture
Plastic arts
Drawing & decorative arts

750 Painting & paintings
760 Graphic arts
770 Music
780 Photography & photographs
790 Recreational & performing arts

300 Social Sciences
310 General statistics
320 Political science

800 Literature & Rhetoric
810 American literature in English
820 English and Old English

330 Economics

830

340 Law

840

350 Public administration

850

literature
Literatures of Germanic
languages
Literatures of Romance
languages
Italian, Romanian, RhaetoRomanic
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360 Social services; associations

860 Spanish & Portuguese

370 Education
380 Commerce, communications,

870
880

390

890

transport
Customs, etiquette, folklore

400 Language
410 Linguistics
420 English & Old English
430
440
450
460

Germanic languages, i.e.,
German
Romance languages, i.e.,
French
Italian, Romanian, RhaetoRomanic languages
Spanish & Portuguese
languages

literatures
Italic literatures, i.e., Latin
Hellenic literatures, i.e.,
Classical Greek
Literatures of other languages

900 Geography & History
910 Geography & travel
920 Biography, genealogy,
insignias

930 History of the ancient world
940 General history of Europe
950 General history of Asia & Far
East

960 General history of Africa

470 Italic languages, i.e., Latin

970 General history of North

480 Hellenic languages, i.e.,

980 General history of South

490

990

Classical Greek
Other languages

America

America
General history of other areas

8.3.2 Digital Library
The NCT ebrary is a project of the Ministry of Manpower with support
from the TechKnowledge Company, the exclusive provider of ebrary
services in the region. The ebrary is a kind of digital library service.
Staff and students have access to Academic Complete, with current
collections of around 35,000 book titles. Users can read and
selectively print pages from books on a wide range of subject matter
- from applied sciences to engineering, from information technology
to business and management, and many more. The NCT ebrary can
access
by
typing
the
URL
http://site.ebrary.com/lib/momp/home.action in your web browser.

8.3.3 Cataloging Procedures
 NCT library use the cataloging service for all the books based on
description and subjects. Descriptive cataloging describes the
book author, publisher and copyright while subject cataloging
describe the content of the book.
 The Librarian evaluates the book to determine whether the book
will be placed in Reference, Circulation, or Special Collections.
All books have a label on its side showing the catalogue number,
ID number and year of purchased.
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 The Librarian then logs on to library system to search for the
previously cataloged record, creating a new item record for the
added volume and printing a label set. The book is catalogued
according to guidelines set forth in the Dewey Decimal
Classification System and Anglo American Formats.
 A data record is also completed for each journal title held by the
library. The record includes the title of the journal, the format in
which the library retains the journal (bound or microfilm), and the
volumes and years held by the library.

8.4

Shelving
“Shelving,” is both an activity and an item of furnishing in the Library. The
existing facilities, clientele, and individual preferences largely determine this
responsibility. Shelving is necessary to determine whether the books are
properly arranged and if there is a need for a repair. Shelves clearly identify
what they contain; colorful posters and labels identify different areas such
as Fiction, Reference, Periodicals, Special Collections, etc. spine labels
coincide with locations.

8.4.1 Preparation
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Plan for systematic “reading” (check for order) of shelves.
Consider assigning technician volunteers certain sections to keep
in order.
Place items on book trucks or carts before shelving.
Sort the books on the carts according to the library arrangement.
Ask students to shelve books “spine up” and sticking out from the
shelves so that you can check the accuracy of their shelving.
Squeezing and shifting easily move wire bookends attached to
the shelf above.
Librarian identifies different categories and separate books on the
shelves according to categories – for example, IT, Engineering,
Business, etc.

8.4.2 Procedures
Shelving is done twice a day, during 7:30 a.m. & 1:00 p.m. Library
staff checks every table and shelves every day for returned books.
Shelve reading is done at the end of the week. Library staff checks
all the books in the shelves if it is properly arranged.
‐
‐

Arrange books on a cart in shelf order. In the case of duplicate
Dewey Decimal numbers go to next line of call number and
proceed alphabetically.
Take the cart to the general area where materials will be shelved.
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Look at the entire shelf to be sure that a book is not filed by
already mis-shelved book.
Check the numbers on the books on each side of the spot where
you are placing the book.
Shelving is from right to left and top to bottom in a section.
Watch for items that need to be repaired.
Straighten books so that the spines are even with the front edge
of the shelf.
Fill shelves no more than two-thirds full whenever possible.
Adjust the bookend so that the books stand upright but are not
too tightly packed.

Reference
8.5.1 Reference Materials and Printed Indexes
The NCT Library reference staff is available to provide assistance in
utilizing materials in the Reference collection that includes
encyclopedias, dictionaries, handbooks and atlases. These books
are marked R and may be borrowed from the library by students.
Faculty members may arrange for short loans of reference books for
classroom use. To further aid patrons in research, the library
provides access to printed indexes on a variety of subjects, which
contain the citations necessary to locate journal articles. Reference
materials are to be used by students in the library media center.
Teachers may borrow reference materials for use in the classroom
when necessary.

8.5.2 Electronic Resources
Computers, printers and other equipment are available in the NCT
Library to provide improve the learning experience of staff and
students. Patrons may access the electronic databases using the
link provided by the library from the main page of the NCT College
website. The can also borrow some electronic equipment by
requesting it from the librarian.

8.5.3 Periodicals
Periodicals are an important part of any library media center
collection. NCT library maintain a minimum collection of periodicals
thru subscription for newspapers and free issue of magazines.
Magazines and newspapers are not to be taken out of the library
media center by students, but may be checked out by faculty
members. Copies of an article can be made if needed outside the
library media center.
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8.5.4 Library Orientation
Library staff conducts orientation and topics addressed in these
sessions reflect expectations for college students as set forth in the
NCT, discussion includes: researching in the library, how to find
books, how to find articles, how to search the internet, how to use
electronic databases, how to evaluate sources and how to cite
sources. Individual reference assistance is provided to students on
a drop-in or scheduled basis. Students who need in-depth assistance
may schedule research consultations.

8.6

Collection Improvement
The goal of the College Library is to support the teaching and learning
function of Nizwa College of Technology. The objectives of library collection
improvements are: (1) to ensure adequacy and alignment between library
resources and education programs, including courses and research
activities, and (2) to strengthen the library collection.

8.6.1 Selection Responsibility
The process of selection, acquisition and organization of library
materials is a cooperative venture between the Nizwa College of
Technology academic faculty, HoS from different departments and
the Ministry of Manpower, though the ultimate responsibility for the
quality of the library collection rests with the HoS of the Library. The
acquisition of new materials is accomplished primarily through the
submission of requests by the academic departments based on
requirements of faculty.

8.6.2 Budget Allocation
The Ministry of Manpower allocates the budget before the end of
second semester to each college for acquiring new library resources.
It is the responsibility of the HoS of the library to allocate the budget
in each department to fulfill the library’s collection development
goals.

8.6.3 Selection Criteria
‐
‐

Relevant to curriculum and recreational needs of the users; it
should meet an existing or anticipated need and the cost must be
justified in terms of the potential use and value to the collection.
Up to date; information must be current especially in the areas of
science and technology, and presentation must be suitable with
current educational practice.
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Authoritative; author or creator must be qualified in the field and
produced other works in the same area; the publisher must be
well established/reputable in the field.
Learning resources shall meet high standards of quality in
presentation, physical format, educational significance,
readability, authenticity, artistic quality and/or literary style and
factual content.
Learning resources shall be appropriate for the subject area and
for the age, emotional development, ability level, learning styles
and social development of the students for whom the materials
are selected.

8.6.4 Weeding
The NCT Library’s holdings are periodically evaluated to identify
inappropriate or outdated materials. This process is accomplished
through a cooperative effort between the library staff and the
academic staff. Faculty members have the responsibility of weeding
outdated or inaccurate materials in their area of expertise. The library
staff is responsible for removing multiple copies, multiple editions,
outdated materials and worn or damaged materials. Weeded
materials are placed in one storage area.
Worn or damaged materials are evaluated for preservation,
replacement or removal. If the item is necessary to the collection, it
is repaired or rebound if possible, or replaced. Items not appropriate
to the collection are discarded and placed in a storage area until a
decision on what to do with them is provided by the Ministry of
Manpower.

8.6.5 Acquisitions Procedures
Ordering
a. The HoS of Library must provide each department a list of all the
resources in the library in softcopy and hardcopy. This list must
be also posted in the college website.
b. Staff in each department must submit their requisition of books
and other learning materials needed in the library before the end
of Semester 1 to the HoS of Library through the HoS of their
respective departments.
c. The HoS of Library evaluates the requisition and prepare the final
list of books to be purchased in the book fair.
d. The HoS of Library together with representatives from each
department checks the availability of the books in the book fair
and purchase it.
Receiving
a. The HoS of Library checks all the items received to verify
accuracy in the list of books prepared for purchasing;
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b. The HoS of Library notes the date received, the budget account
and the amount paid on all the items. A copy of all documentation
is submitted to the Finance Department. Similarly, same copy is
retained for library records.
c. The HoS of Library inputs all purchased books in the library
system and updates staff and students regarding the availability
of books in the library.
d. The HoS of Library provides department heads an updated list of
all the resources in the library in softcopy and hardcopy for their
own records.

8.7

Inventory
NCT library do inventories on a regular basis, often at the end of the
academic year. If there is a large collection, the college inventories only a
portion of the collection each semester with a plan to cover the entire
collection before the end of the academic year. The purpose of the this
inventory is to determine what items are missing and should be replaced,
provide statistics, provide an opportunity to discover mistakes in the shelflist and/or labeling of materials and clear patrons of overdue and lost books
charges and discover missing items.

8.7.1 Annual Inventory
Advantages of Annual Inventories:
‐ It allows for familiarity with the collection.
‐ Problems are discovered that might otherwise be overlooked.
‐ Worn books can be identified for repair, replacement, binding or
discard.
‐ Gaps in the collection will become obvious.
‐ Weeding can be accomplished as inventory progresses

8.7.2 Non-automated Collection
‐
‐
‐

‐

Get all shelves in call-number order. Shelves and the shelf list
should be ordered the same way.
Compare shelf-list with the books on the shelf. Work with teams
of two people. One pulls a book from the shelf; the other checks
the card to be sure the title and book number is correct.
If any book needs attention (torn, dirty, a candidate for weeding,
no circulation card in the pocket, call number is not what is on the
shelf list card, etc.), the inventory team should put a pre-made
note into the book. Place it so it sticks out of the top pages. Turn
the book over onto its spine so that the note sticks out on the
shelf.
Turn up the card in the shelf list tray for a missing book; do not
mark the card until the end of the inventory; the book may simply
be mis-shelved and will show up eventually..
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Make temporary shelf list card for books with no cards. Turn them
up in the drawer also. You may find the real card simply filed
incorrectly later in the inventory.
If the book doesn’t appear, slip a paperclip on the top of the card
and turn it back down in the drawer. When finished, counting the
paperclips will tell you how many books are missing. If the books
show up the next year (which is common), simply pull the
paperclips off. If there are several copies of the same book listed
on the shelf list card, pencil the year next to the book number for
the missing book and put the paperclip on the card. If this book
comes back, remove the paperclip and erase the date.
Before deciding a book is missing, be sure to check circulation
files, bindery records, the repair pile under your desk, the back of
the storage closet, the teacher who uses the most Library
materials, etc. for missing items.
Go back through the shelves to attend to the notes sticking out of
the books. Some of these books may be weeded on the spot. Be
sure to place their shelf list cards in the “Withdrawn” pile.
Withdraw items that are truly lost. (Usually it is best to do this after
the second inventory on which they are listed as missing. In other
words, if sure a shelf list card with a paperclip gets another one in
current inventory, it is fairly certain that the item is missing
permanently.) Items that have been weeded, or destroyed can be
withdrawn immediately. Pull these cards from the shelf list
drawers.
Go through the cards of withdrawn items to decide which ones
should be reordered, or should have some kind of replacement
ordered. Pull all the catalog cards of the books that are not going
to be replaced.

Facilities
8.8.1 Office
The office area should be separate from, but adjacent to, the
workroom and circulation area. There should be space for a desk,
adjustable shelving, filing cabinets, phone, fax machine, copier,
printer, computer workstation and typewriter. It is desirable to have
additional space for a small table and chairs in order to facilitate
conferences with teachers. This should be a secure area that can be
locked. Glass walls or panels will provide a clear view of the media
center for supervision purposes.

8.8.2 Circulation Area
The entrance and circulation area are the first areas students see.
This area sets the tone of the library and it should be a welcoming
and attractive area. Ideally, the circulation area should be located
near the main entrance. This location provides for supervision of and
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proximity to the security gate. Should the alarm be activated, media
center personnel will be nearby. The circulation area also provides
visual control of the media center for supervision purposes. This area
provides space for checkout and return of books, a book drop,
computer and printer, book trucks, and space for media center
personnel, aides, and volunteers to work. It should be adjacent to the
workroom and library office.

8.8.3 Reference Area
The reference area houses both book and electronic resources.
Since it will be heavily used, it should be out of the main traffic flow
but near the circulation area so that library personnel are nearby for
assistance. This area include 12” deep shelving for reference
material, tables and chairs, atlas stands, dictionary stands, pencil
sharpener, and computer terminals and printers.

8.8.4 Seminar Room
The Seminar Room of the NCT Library is available for class
instruction or for official meetings. Use of this room must be
scheduled in advance with a staff member.

8.8.5 Storage area
The materials storage area is located near the circulation and office
areas. A door directly adjacent to the hall facilitates moving
equipment to other areas of the building, as well as expediting the
delivery of equipment and materials.
Flexible shelving is placed for storage of audiovisual materials and
other irregularly sized items. Large equipment has shelving 30” to 36”
deep and smaller items housed on 18” shelves. Audiovisual storage
shelves built without base cabinets that allow carts to be rolled
underneath them. Classroom sets of books may be stored in and
checked out from this area.

8.8.6 Reading Area
The reading room of the NCT library is available for quiet study. The
library provides study rooms for group study. Wireless internet is
available within the library building.
The reading and instructional areas accommodate 10-15% of the
student population. Seating should be a mix of tables for groups or
classes, individual study carrels and informal seating. Various
seating arrangements depend on patterns of instruction and the
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desired use of the media center. Library staff is always available to
visually supervise all seating areas.

8.8.7 Security System
The NCT Library is equipped with a theft detection system; it is a
security gate that is placed near the exits and is close to circulation
area. Security gate sound an alarm when media center materials
have not been desensitized and are carried through the gate. If an
alarm sounds as a patron is leaving the library, he/she will be
requested to return to the Circulation Desk, where a library staff
member will assist them with materials they need to check out.

8.8.8 Layout and Design
Layout and design shows the entire area of NCT library, it display the
flow of traffic, workflow, signage and overall appearance of the area.
The creation of layout and design also shows how effective and
efficiently used the space which becomes attractive and user friendly
to all the staff and students (Appendix 16).
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9. POLICY and PROCEDURES for SAFEKEEPING of
COLLEGE EQUIPMENT
The Centre needs to provide standard procedures, guidelines and appropriate actions
to ensure standardization and compliance for the accountability, responsibility,
safekeeping and control of ICT and multimedia equipment and tools. Accountability
in perspective is primarily concerned with record-keeping, while responsibility is
concerned with control (custodial care) and safekeeping. It is the commitment of
HoC/HoD and their respective HoS to exercise strong supervision over the equipment,
tools and materials entrusted in their care and under their control.
The Technician In-Charge is responsible for controlling all pieces of equipment, tools
and materials of the centre/department under the approval of the concerned Head of
Section. The maintenance of an accurate and current inventory system is essential.
Everyone’s assistance and participation in the control process is needed to make it
work. In this regard, the following guidelines must be followed:
 Inasmuch as college properties such as computers, printers, projectors and related
equipment, tools and materials serve a useful purpose in computer laboratories
and in servicing end-users, negligence in the exercise of reasonable caution in the
preservation and safekeeping of these properties may result in personal financial
responsibilities for losses incurred;
 Ultimate responsibility and accountability for the safekeeping of equipment, tools
and materials related to ICT and multimedia technologies in the college is vested
with the concerned HoC/HoD and HoS;
 The HoC/HoD/HoS should assign a technician-in-charge to control and monitor all
incoming and outgoing of equipment, tools and materials using related and
necessary forms (Appendix 3-A, Appendix 3-B and Appendix 3-C);
 Each staff or student to whom the equipment is assigned for a particular time, after
signing the acknowledgement receipt and accepting said equipment will have the
responsibility for the item throughout the duration stated in the receipt; and
 ICT and multimedia equipment and tools, as well as other related properties are to
be used only for college activities; personal use is not authorized. All equipment,
materials and tools leaving the college premises must be authorized and approved
in advance by the AD Admin & Finance and HoC-ETC.
Procedures
1. Borrowing equipment and/or tools
i.
ii.

Each centre/department must have a logbook for equipment/tools
requisition, as well as the corresponding Borrower Form (Appendix 3-C);
Any staff/student who wants to borrow equipment and/or tools must initiate
and submit a Borrower Form to the HoS for approval;
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iii.

The staff/student should then photocopy the approved form and submit it
to the technician-in-charge for the release of equipment and/or tools;

iv.

Any Staff who wants to request an equipment for class demonstration or
for use in class should follow the following procedures:
 Staff must inform the technician-in-charge one day in advance of the
actual date the equipment is needed;
 In cases where assistance of the technician is needed, the technician
will setup the equipment 15 minutes before the start of class depending
on the availability of venue;
 Staff who requested the equipment must sign in the logbook after the
technician handed over the equipment and/or finishes the setup;
 For safety purposes, the staff must immediately notify that he/she had
finished the class, and is advised to wait for the technician to arrive
before leaving the equipment unattended;
 Turnover of the equipment to the technician-in-charge is the sole
responsibility of the requester who signed the borrower form and the
logbook;
 Staff will again sign in the logbook after he/she had turned over the
equipment to the technician-in-charge.

2. In cases where equipment is not available in the concerned department and
needs to be requested from the ETC, the following procedures will be followed:
i.

Any staff from other department who wants to request for equipment, tools
and materials must submit a letter of request to his/her HoC/HoD;

ii.

The HoD will note the letter and sign and forward it to the AD Admin &
Finance for approval;

iii.

Upon approval of AD Admin & Finance, the requester must submit the
Material/Equipment Requisition Form (Appendix 3-A) to the HoC of ETC
together with the approved letter of request for review and availability;

iv.

Upon receipt of the item requested, copy of the form will be given by the
requester to the AD Admin & Finance.

3. Equipment placed on loan will be approved only under certain conditions and
in the best interest of the College. In this regard, the following procedures must
be followed:
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i.

The requester must initiate and submit a request letter (indicating the
purpose) and must fill-up a borrower form in advance of the actual date
needed;

ii.

He/She must obtain approval from his/her HoC/HoD;

iii.

He/She must hand carry the request letter and borrower form to the Head
of Section, CSS for an administrative review and to the HoC-ETC for
approval.

iv.

The requester will then give the approved form to the technician-in-charge
for the release of the item.
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10. RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk Management Program is intended to provide Nizwa College of Technology
the information and tools needed to manage properly the security risks associated
with the Information Technology assets. Fire, flood, loss of access, cyber-attack is
just a selection of actual events that may occur at the college and managing these
risks effectively is an essential task. The process is one that will benefit both the
individual department and the college as a whole. Completing such a risk
management process is extremely important in today’s advanced technological
world. It is important that the center understand what risks exist in the IT
environment, and how those risks can be reduced or even eliminated.
Appendix 12 serves as a guide to ETC in identifying risks associated with ICT
operations in the college.
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11. FINAL STATEMENT
The ETC Manual for have been prepared with the aim of achieving an effective
total quality and productivity management system for its operations, which
when implemented will ensure the effectiveness and reliability of the
teaching and learning activities in Nizwa College of Technology. This will
eventually lead to the development of a sound Quality Assurance Manual,
which will ensure excellent service at all times from the Center, primarily in the
operation and maintenance of computer laboratories and related computer
and network equipment and services. Moreover, more effective utilization of
resources, time, effort and space can be achieved when total quality and
productive management system is finally put in place. Strict adherence to the
college strategic plan combined with the quality assurance policies and
guidelines will help in the realization of this endeavor and in providing
and maintaining the best service to all of the college stakeholders.
Moreover, strict implementation of health and safety policies will result in
safety and health of workers and other end-users as well as the prolong lifespan
of various equipment and facilities. In as much as the quest for total quality
in operations is a continuous cycle, proper follow-up and monitoring
activities based on this manual, and the subsequent improvement in operations
based on the benchmarks previously established, will eventually help bring the
operations of the computer in the college to the desired degree of high quality
standards.
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12. APPENDICES
Appendix 1
Utilization of Computer Laboratories
S.
No.

Category

Effective Utilization
(% of lab usage during the week)

1.

Student Learning

75%

2.

Teacher R & D

7.5%

3.

Software Development & Testing

12.5%

4.

Maintenance

5%
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Appendix 2
Sample of System Manual:
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Appendix 3-A

Nizwa College of Technology
Educational Technologies Centre
Material/Equipment Requisition Form
Date:

______________________________

Name:

______________________________

Department:

[ ] Admin

Designation:

______________________________

QTY

UNIT

[ ] IT

[ ] Business

ITEM & DESCRIPTION

[ ] Engineering [ ] ELC

PURPOSE

Requested by:
_________________________
Name and Signature

Approved by:
_________________________
HOS, CSS

cssmform003_v2
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Appendix 3-B

Nizwa College of Technology
Educational Technologies Centre
Acquisition Form
Date:

______________________________

Name:

______________________________

Department:

[ ] Admin

Designation:

______________________________

S. No.

[ ] IT

[ ] Business

ITEM NAME/DESCRIPTION

[ ] Engineering

QTY

[ ] ELC

[ ] ETC

STATUS/REMARKS

Endorsed by:
_________________________
Signature over Printed Name

Received by:
_________________________
Signature over Printed Name

cssmform004_v2
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Appendix 3-C

Nizwa College of Technology
Educational Technologies Centre
Borrower Form
Date:

______________________________

Name:

______________________________

Department:

[ ] Admin

Designation:

______________________________

QTY

UNIT

[ ] IT

[ ] Business

ITEM & DESCRIPTION

[ ] Engineering [ ] ELC

PURPOSE

Borrowed by:

Approved by:

_________________________
Name and Signature

____________________________
HOS, CSS

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Returned by:

Received by:

_____________________________
Name and Signature

____________________________
Name and Signature

Date Returned: ________________
Remarks:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

cssmform006_v2
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Appendix 4-A
Log-On and Log-Off Operating Procedures
Objective:
To provide operational procedures for Logging-in and Logging-out of a
desktop computer.
Responsibility:
Laboratory Assistants / Lecturers
Scope:
This SOP covers the operational procedures for Logging in and Logging out
from desktop windows clients/workstations running Windows XP Professional
operating system.
Description:
To gain access to a computer running Windows XP professional or any
resource on that computer, you must provide a user name and possibly a password.
Procedures:
(New student will receive a username and password created by the ETC staff-in-charge)

1. If computer is switched off, Switch-On by pressing the Power button ‘ON’,
otherwise go to step 2.
2. Press Ctrl + Alt + Del keys simultaneously.
3. Type the username and password provided to you by the centre.
4. Select nct in domain drop down list and click OK
5. The logging process takes place, when you see the start menu click it to verify that
your name is listed on top of the start menu.
6. To log off, click start -> shutdown -> log off - > OK
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Appendix 4-B
Storage and Retrieval Operating Procedures
Objective:
To provide operational procedures for storing and retrieving of data.
Responsibility:
Laboratory Assistants / Lecturers
Scope:
This SOP covers the operational procedures for storing and retrieving
information in the domain network security group running Windows XP clients.
Description:
Usefulness of data depends on its ability to persist. Persistence is achieved by
means of physical and logical data structures and files that are respectively stored in
the secondary storage.
Procedures:
Storage
1. From the software you are running select FILE -> SAVE
2. From the File Save Dialog box , select Save in:
3. Select N: Drive, so that data can be accessed/ modified / stored through
any computer connected to your network.
4. Or to save locally in the computer you are working Select C: Drive.
5. In the File Name text box enter file name.
6. Click Save.
Retrieval
1. Open My Computer.
2. Select the Appropriate Drive.
3. Double click / right click->Open the file that you wish to open.
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Appendix 4-C
Network Printers Operating Procedures
Objective:
To provide operational procedures for accessing network printers from
desktop windows clients/workstations.
Responsibility:
Laboratory Assistants / Lecturers
Scope:
This SOP covers the operational procedures for printing data in a domain
network security group.
Description:
Network printers are resources that are shared among the users of the network
the printer is connected to. Usually, the printer is connected to a print server. All user
data are sent to the printer via this print server that manages all printing services.
Procedures:
1. Students can avail of printing services from designated offices and laboratories
from each department head.
2. Check whether the printer is switched on and is in ready state.
3. Fill the paper tray with required number of papers.
4. Open the file that you want to print.
5. Select FILE->PRINT-> Pages and Number of Copies -> and then click OK
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Appendix 4-D
Internet Access Operating Procedures
Objective:
To provide operational procedures for accessing the Internet and the World
Wide Web.
Responsibility:
Laboratory Assistants / Lecturers
Scope:
This SOP covers the operational procedures for accessing the Internet through
the College’s Local Area Network from windows clients/workstations.
Description:
The Internet is a network of networks providing various services, for instance
the ubiquitous World Wide Web [WWW]. It is used to disseminate information, do
electronic business and so on.
Procedures:
1. Logon
2. Open the Internet Explorer browser by double clicking the Internet Explorer icon in
the desktop or by clicking the Internet Explorer icon from the status bar.
3. Type the required web pages or website’s URL in the address bar.
4. Press Enter
5. If your request is successful the desired web page or website will be opened.
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Appendix 4-E
File and Document Backup Operating Procedures
Objective:
To provide operational procedures for backing-up data.
Responsibility:
Laboratory Assistants / Lecturers
Scope:
This SOP covers the operational procedures for backing-up of data using
the backup utility that is provided by Windows 2003 Server.
Description:
A backup job is the single process of backing-up data. The efficient recovery of
lost data is the end goal of all backup jobs.
Procedures:
1. Access back-up or restore wizard from Start - > All Programs - > Accessories ->
System Tools -> Back up - > Advanced Mode.
2. Set your options for regular back-up procedure as per your need and allocate
these scheduled jobs in the calendar format displayed.
3. Assign the name for each scheduled job followed by the start date and time.
4. Assign the required interval of your back-up procedure like daily or weekly or
monthly.
5. Enter the details of the device [such as C:/ or D:/ or G:/- CD ] in which this final
data after back-up is to be stored and give some details about your job summary
that was carried out.
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Appendix 4-F
Equipment Repair Operating Procedures
Objective:
To provide guidelines and operating procedures for the repair/maintenance
of computer equipment.
Responsibility:
Computer Technician/s
Scope:
This SOP covers the operational procedures for the repair of computer
machines and other IT equipment that are available in each department.
Description:
Computer machines are used in the laboratories.
peripherals such as printers and other network devices.

These can include

Procedures:
1. Any staff who want to request for a job service must fill-up the Service Request in
the Helpdesk system.
2. The concern technician will assess the problem requested.
3. If the problem/issue can be resolved on-site, the assigned technician provides
the solution there (either in the laboratory or in the office of staff requesting)
4. If the problem requires longer time for fixing and giving solutions, the
assigned technician brings the machine to the CSS for a more thorough check-up.
5. CSS provides solution to the problem by repairing the defective component/s,
replacing the faulty component/s and/or installing required software/utilities/drivers.
6. The assigned technician returns the repaired machine to the concerned
station (laboratory or office) and update the status in Helpdesk system.
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Appendix 4-G
Software Assistance Operating Procedures
Objective:
To provide guidelines and operating procedures in Software Assistance.
Responsibility:
Software Development Group
Scope:
This SOP covers the operational procedures for assisting staff in the new
develop software.
Description:
Developing new software for the improvement of the system in the college is
necessary and this procedures can help the staff to better understand the flow of newly
develop software.
Procedures:
1. Staff Inquiry may address to any member of Software Development Group.
2. The software development member will get details of the inquiry and identify the
problem and give possible solution to the problem
3. Identify the type of action need for the problem or assistance
o Minor Problem - such user accounts, clarification on data, assistance on how
to use the system and make immediate action. In case of software training
needs makes an arrangement of schedule
o Program Minor Revision - trace some bug on the program, recode the module
o System Flow Revision
 Discuss the situation to Group Leader
 If granted - Reconstruct the flow, makes the needed codes
 If not notify the staff about the situation and suggest alternative solution
4. Log the inquiry on Software Group Support / Service Log Form
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Appendix 5

Do’s & Don’ts in Computer Laboratories
Do’s:


Have a student ID Card with you before entering the computer lab, as you may be asked
to provide proof that you are a registered student.



Use computers only for homework, resumes, learning new software, or internet research.
Logoff the computer when you are finished with it.



Ask a Lab Technician for assistance if you have any problem.



Come prepared, with all the materials necessary to complete your assignment.



Save your class work, assignments on the network drives. If you wish, purchase a storage
device to get your work saved. Files saved to the local hard disk may be deleted.



Keep the volume on any tape players, CD players or radios at a low volume, and
use headphones.



Limit all activities not directly related to class assignments to 1/2 hour, especially when
others are waiting.

Don’ts:


Bring food or drinks into the open lab.



Play games or chat online.



Download or install software.



Leave your cell-phone or pager turned on while using the open lab.



Alter the configuration of the Windows system or desktop.



Copying software you don't own is a felony.



Use printing resources for multiple copies or to print large internet files for personal use.



Try to fix printing problems yourself.



Use someone else's username and password, or allow others to use yours. This is a
violation of the usage policy.



Use tape/CD players or radios at a volume high enough that others can hear.



Use computer lab resources to view and/or print sites or files which may be offensive to
others.



Use offensive language.
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Appendix 6

Nizwa College of Technology
Educational Technologies Centre
Induction for New Staff
Whenever a new staff joins, the following Induction Program is provided to
familiarize him/her with the system of the College and the operations and functions
of the computer laboratories.
No.
Theme / Topic
Description
1.

General introduction about the
College

2.

Introduction about the Computer
Services Section

3.

Maintenance of Computers and
Software

4.

Discipline and Safety



The new staff, upon arrival, meets the Dean, Head
Educational Technology Centre, and Head of
Computer Services.
 Head of Computer Services takes the new staff
around the College and introduces him/her to
other administration staff.
 Explain rules and regulations of the College,
provides him/her with the College Calendar.
(To be done by the Head of Computer Services)
 Introduces to other staff of the Section.
 Explains the functions of the section, its timing
schedule and rules & regulations for using the
computer facilities.
 Explains about the job which he/she is carrying
out.
(The Head of Computer Services explains about :)
 Maintenance of record of staff and students who
are using computer, printers and stocks of
hardware in the Section.
 Classification of laboratories.
 Maintenance of computers and other equipment
such as printers and switches/hubs.
 Installing and updating of software installed.
(Head Computer Services explains about :)
 Discipline to be maintained in the computer
laboratories.
 Misuse of facilities and equipment
 Safety measures to be taken while working in
laboratories.

Other topics discussed during Induction program:
 Role of CSS and ESS Technicians, Laboratory Assistants.
 Enhancement Practical Training
 Computer Services Sub-Manual, Code of Conduct, Dress Code, College
Assurance, College By-Laws, College Strategic Plan and Department
Operational Plan.
 Performance evaluation
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Appendix 7

Emergency Exit Procedures for Computer Laboratories
The following should be strictly followed be everyone inside the Computer
Laboratory when an emergency occur, such as fire.
Fire and Emergency
Wherever you are working please make yourself aware of the nearest
emergency exit. Be sure that you are aware of emergency exit procedures. Make sure
that you know the local emergency services telephone number.
If you discover a fire, the emergency procedures to be followed are “A-RACE”:
A Activate the pull alarm
R Rescue only after assessing hazards. Don’t put yourself in danger.
A Alert others in the immediate area. From a safe location call the local emergency.
C Contain, close doors as you leave.
E Evacuate, follow exit signs, and go to outside “Safe Area”.

Remember to:






Keep calm as you evacuate.
People with mobility issues should make "Buddies" aware of their location and
remain in the building "Area of Rescue" until emergency personnel arrive.
If caught in heavy smoke, crouch low, but don't crawl on your stomach.
Provide emergency personnel with relevant information about the fire, and the
location of any individuals left inside.
Do not re-enter the building until the horn has stopped or until emergency officials
advise you it is safe.

The assigned lecturer or laboratory technician are the ones responsible to lead
during the occurrence of fires, so listen to them and follow what they say during the
occurrence of emergencies.
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Appendix 8
Printed Date
Printed Time
Total Pages
Report Name

17/01/2010
08:44:15
8 / 14
Dept_TB

Nizwa College of Technology
Academic Year: 2009 – 2010 (Semester II – 16-01-2010)

Department Timetable
Department: Information Technology
Section:
Information Technology
Specialization:
Internet and E-Security
Post Foundation
Course No Course Name
BAEB2203 E-Commerce

Section No

1
2

EECP1290 Computer Programming for Engineering

1

Saturday
08:00 – 10:00
AD209/Turkiya
12:00 – 14:00
AD209/Turkiya
12:00 – 15:00
CAD1/Zafar

Sunday

Monday
08:00 – 10:00
AD209/Turkiya
15:00 – 17:00
CAD1/Zafar

16:00 – 18:00
ECAD2 /
NewComp 1
12:00 – 14:00
ECAD3/Zafar
12:00 – 15:00
ECAD4 /
NewComp 2

11
12
12:00 – 15:00
ECAD2 /
NewComp 1

Wednesday
12:00 – 14:00
AD209/Turkiya

10

2

Tuesday

08:00 – 11:00
ECAD4 /
NewComp 1
12:00 – 15:00
ECAD3/Zafar
12:00 – 14:00
ECAD4 /
NewComp 2

15:00 – 17:00
ECAD2 /
NewComp 1

Average no. of student per class:
Average no. of computer per class:
Ratio of PC per Student:

25
28
1:1
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Nizwa College of Technology
Educational Technologies Centre
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
Description: The purpose of this survey is to help evaluate the Centre in terms of Services,
Resources, and Facilities. Your honest response to each of the following questions will help determine
in which areas the Centre can best be improved. Please tick the box of the corresponding rate you want
to give for each item.

No

Query

Assessment
(please tick (√) in the proper place
1
2
3
4
5
Poor

Fair

Average

V Good

Excellent

Services
1.

Online services facility allow ETC to provide quick
response to complaints/requests.

2.

Technical support given is efficient.

3.

ETC services meet your satisfaction.

4.

Procedures for Library transactions such as
borrowing and returning are easy to follow.

5.

Regulations about the use of ETC Helpdesk are clear
and easy to follow.

Resources and Facilities
1.

Laboratory rooms are well-maintained and wellventilated

2.

Laboratory rules and regulations are visible

3.

Library is clean and well-maintained

4.

Bookshelves in the Library are well-maintained and
books are neatly organized

5.

Computer hardware and software are sufficient to
meet the staff and student needs

6.

Teaching aids such as LCD projectors are available
and fully-functional

7.

Printers are available and accessible

8.

e-Learning facility is readily accessible and satisfy
staff and student needs

9.

Overall content of website provides required
information and features relevant to the needs of
staff and students
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Appendix 11
Ministry of Manpower
Directorate General of Technological Education
Nizwa College of Technology
CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Policy Management System (PMS)
for NCT Center for Educational Technology
Introduction
To function effectively, an organizational unit should be governed by relevant
and timely policies that serve as guidance for staff to do all activities in the unit
properly. To increase efficiency and ensure productivity in the unit’s operations, these
policies in turn are translated into procedures that detail how policies should be carried
out based on the function of the unit in terms of the overall structure of the organization.
This document serves to provide the Educational Technologies Centre staff with
guidelines on how to efficiently and effectively manage Centre policies and their
associated procedures. It aims to provide Centre staff with complete information on
various internal policies of the Centre and their relevant procedures, as well as how
these are utilized, evaluated and improved. This document is envisaged to be used in
combination with the Computer Services Quality Sub-Manual and the NCT Quality
Assurance Manual where most of the policies and procedures pertaining to the
operations of the Centre in particular, and the college in general can be found.
ETC Policy Areas
The following are the major areas of operations of the ETC and therefore the
areas where policies (and their corresponding procedures) exist:
1. Use of Computer Laboratories and ICT‐related workshops in the college teaching‐
learning process;
2. College computing and network resources and services;
3. Health and safety issues regarding use of computer‐related facilities and equipment;
4. Computer and network systems maintenance and repair;
5. Safekeeping of college ICT‐related equipment and facilities;
6. Upgrades and improvement to college ICT resources;
7. Management of ICT resources and materials;
8. Risk Management of ICT‐related resources; and
9. General inspection and audit of college ICT resources.
Policy Management Cycle
A. Drafting of internal ETC policy and associated procedures
Although most of the ETC policies are taken from the College Bylaws and other
decrees and administrative decisions either locally or from the Ministry of
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Manpower, from time to time, the ETC also formulates internal policies,
particularly in the areas of its operations where the bylaws and related
documents do not specifically provide general rules and/or guidelines. In these
cases, the Head of Centre together with the HoS concerned and some
members of the ETC QA Group, review and evaluate the scope of Centre
operation without standing rules and draft corresponding internal policies based
on the Centre’s experience on the concerned operation/function. This policy will
be discussed with ETC staff directly concerned in the performance of said
function/operation, and subsequently polished.
Once the policy is drafted and finalized, the corresponding relevant procedure
will be developed if needed. The development of procedure(s) will involve staff
that are directly concerned and/or affected by the policy. After the procedure(s)
are finalized, these, together with the policy will be forwarded to the college QA
Unit for approval by the college council.
It should be noted that drafting and developing associated procedures (if
needed) for policies that come from the bylaws or decrees/administrative
decisions follow the same cycle as that of the procedures for Centre-developed
internal policies.
B. Dissemination and utilization of policy/procedure
Official policies and procedures (those that are authorized by college
management and/or passed the approval of the college council) are
disseminated to all Centre staff, and if needed, to Centre clients (staff or
students). Concerned ETC staff will then start implementing the policy and
follow the relevant procedures. If the policy/procedure suggests changing the
normal operational routine(s) and/or activities, concerned staff will inform their
clients of the changes and the implementation of the new policy/procedure.
C. Evaluation of policy/procedure
It is the responsibility of the ETC QA Group to design ways of getting feedback
regarding policies and procedures being implemented by the Centre. These
feedback information can be in the form of a survey instrument (e.g.
questionnaire, survey forms, etc.), or other data collection methods such as
informal interviews, observation of activities/operations, and the like.
Once ample information is collected that will provide reliable analysis of data,
the ETC QA Group will perform analysis of collected information so as to arrive
in an unbiased and objective evaluation of policy/procedure. The group’s
recommendations based on the analysis results will be the basis for the
Centre’s future actions on concerned policy/procedure.
D. Improvement of policy/procedure
Based on the ETC QA Group recommendation(s), the Head of Centre can
convene the Heads of Sections and the QA Group, or the whole Centre staff
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regarding on important actions on concerned policy/procedure. In case of total
revision of activity/routine that may be due to new decrees and/or laws, the
Centre may stop the implementation of policy/procedure and create a new one.
Most of the time, however, policy and procedure(s) will just be improved (parts
replaced or changed) based on some minor changes in the Centre’s operations
or negative feedback from users and clients. In cases like these, changes to
the existing policy may be recommended by the QA Group (based on their data
analysis) or by the concerned HoS (based on changes in his section’s
operations due to new technologies and other related events). These changes
will be evaluated similar to how the Centre is drafting new policy/procedure, and
once finalized, will follow the same cycle stated above for new policy/procedure.
E. Record‐keeping of policy/procedure
The ETC QA Group is responsible in keeping track and monitoring all Centre
policies and procedures with regards to improvements and their associated
issues (e.g. version number, application, etc). The group is also responsible for
archiving Centre policy and procedure records.
Final Statement
As it is important for the Centre to utilize relevant policies and detailed
procedures to ensure optimal operation, it is suggested that this policy management
system be disseminated and discussed with all Centre staff to ensure their maximum
awareness of this document. This approach could also help them become more active
participants in managing and effectively implementing centre policies and procedures
not only in the Centre itself, but also throughout the college.
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Appendix 12
Threat, Attack and Vulnerability Scenarios
Risk Type
Strategic
Risks

Risks
Identified

Loss due to risk
( Risk Analysis)

Short term –
building intact, but
no access (due to
structural problems
like building
maintenance or
renovation, biological
or chemical
contamination, etc.)

Long Term –
building completely
or substantially
destroyed (due to
fire, earthquake,
missile attack, etc.)

- All IT equipment
- Paper copies of
procedures,
policies and
plans
- Local backups
- Local software
media and
licenses
Loss of people

Risk Evaluation
Severity Occurrence
4

D

4

E

Recommended
Solution
- Backup
frequently
- Partnerships with
other
departments
- Redundant
equipment
- Alternate space
plans
- Vendor contracts
for hosting
services,
replacing
equipment
- Interim manual
procedures
- Off-site backup,
media licenses
and
documentation
Building assessment
and planning

Risk Treatment
Resources
Handling Options
Needed
( By whom & when)
Maintenance
Coordinate to
Maintenance/Admin
HelpDesk
department
Management
System. If
offline, use
other means of
communication

Maintenance
HelpDesk
Management
System. If
offline, use
other means of
communication

Coordinate to
Maintenance/Admin
department

Risk Monitoring
Options
Staff
Responsible
ETCHoC/HoS

ETCHoC/HoS
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Risks
Identified
Automated or userinitiated networkaware attacks
(viruses, worms,
trojan horses, peer-topeer)

Loss due to risk
( Risk Analysis)
-

Destroyed files
Exposed data
Lost productivity
Lost machine
control
- Lost IT staff time
to rebuild
machines

Risk Evaluation
Severity Occurrence
4

B

-

Malicious system
misuse (abuse of
system use like
college online
services like
Helpdesk, Store,
Maintenance
systems)

- Ownership of
shared resources
(e.g. Websites,
research data)
- Any resource
with a password
- Exposed data

4

C

-

-

Recommended
Solution
Automatic antivirus software
updates.
Limit use of
attachments
Backup frequently
Patch e-mail clients
Limit active
content processing
Managed desktop
services
Configure
automatic
Windows Update
Departmental
patching service
Firewall settings
Effective
password
policies
Access controls,
including access
revocation
ASAP but not
later than one
day after transfer
or termination
Don’t allow
applications to
save passwords.
Least privilege
principal

Risk Treatment
Resources
Handling Options
Needed
( By whom & when)
Annually buy renewal
Licensed
of license by the
Enterprise
finance department
Version of
Antivirus
Fortigate
Firewall System

Staff
Orientation
Program

New staff are having
orientation program to
be familiarized with
college policies

Risk Monitoring
Options
Staff
Responsible
ETC-CSS
Network
Group

ETC-CSS
Support Group
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Loss due to risk
( Risk Analysis)

Risk Evaluation
Severity Occurrence
-

Unmanaged
(uncontrolled)
software installation
(“unknown” items
installed along with
intended item;
untested or unstable
program that interfere
with supported
applications)

System reliability

Compromise, theft
and/or disclosure of
databases (due to
outsider cyber attack
or malicious or
accidental insider
actions)

- Research
databases
- Grants
- Reputation
- Reproduction
time
- Effect on
publishing (past,
present, future)
- Graduate student
work
- Financial,
student, health,
social security
numbers and/or
personnel
information

4

D

-

Lost productivity
-

4

C

-

-

Recommended
Solution
Configure
security settings
properly
Policies retesting
software before
deployment
Standard desktop
configuration
with no
administrator
privileges
Managed
desktop services
Implementation
of Linux server
Periodically
compare
electronic data to
paper (or offline) data (e.g.
backup)
Store data
encrypted
Backup
frequently
Regular staff
meeting on legal
requirements
Remove data
from (or destroy)
hardware and
media prior to
reuse or disposal

Risk Treatment
Resources
Needed

Group Policy
Configuration
Strict local
administrator
password

Server and
database
Administration
Policies
SSL
subscription

Handling Options
( By whom & when)

Risk Monitoring
Options
Staff
Responsible

CSS Network and
Support Group
coordinates on the
staff computer
management

ETC-CSS
Network
Group

Regularly change
passwords on critical
servers and databases

ETC-CSS
Network
Group
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Loss due to risk
( Risk Analysis)

Risk Evaluation
Severity Occurrence
-

People critical to
support of IT
equipment / services
not available (due to
illness, weather, etc.)

IT staff

4

C

-

Untrained services
administrators
(system, database,
Web, etc.)

Servers

4

D

-

IT staff

-

-

-

Recommended
Solution
De-identify
(anonymize)
protected data
used in research
projects
Configuration of
SSL in the
website
Cross-training
Remote access
Documentation
of procedures
and practices
Hire
appropriately
Provide thorough
administrator
training
Security training
Provide time for
knowledge and
skills
maintenance
Provide time for
on-going
systems
maintenance
Remote access
restrictions
Strict access
controls
Least privilege
principal

Risk Treatment
Resources
Needed

Handling Options
( By whom & when)

Risk Monitoring
Options
Staff
Responsible

Staff
substitution
policy

IT Staff substitution

ETC-CSS
Support Group

Staff
Development
Program

Continuous training
Program for CSS
Administrators

ETCHoC/HoS
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Loss due to risk
( Risk Analysis)

Risk Evaluation
Severity Occurrence
-

Non-replaceable
equipment (no
longer
manufactured);
operating systems no
longer supported by
vendor

Assets more than 3
years old

3

B

Specialty, unique
systems

-

-

Unavailability of
departmental IT
equipment / services
(due to damage from
burst water pipes,
power failure, hard
drive failure,
confiscation by law
enforcement for
cyber crime
investigation, denial
of service attack,
need to rebuild OS,
human error, theft,
etc.) – consider

All IT equipment

4

C

-

Recommended
Solution
Backup
frequently
Fund technology
migration in
coordination
with vendors’
product end of
life schedule
Interim manual
procedures
Contingency
plan for parts
Contingency
plan for
emergency
migration
Partnerships with
other
departments
Interim manual
procedures

Risk Treatment
Resources
Needed

Handling Options
( By whom & when)

Risk Monitoring
Options
Staff
Responsible

Purchase
Request of
Equipment

Request new IT
equipment and
forward it to Finance
department

ETCHoC/HoS

Maintenance
HelpDesk
Management
System. If
offline, use
other means of
communication

Coordinate to
Maintenance/Admin
department

ETCHoC/HoS
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Loss due to risk
( Risk Analysis)

Risk Evaluation
Severity Occurrence

Recommended
Solution

Risk Treatment
Resources
Needed

Handling Options
( By whom & when)

Risk Monitoring
Options
Staff
Responsible

short and long term
scenarios
Machines like Copier
becomes defective
due to water leakage
from the ceiling and
frequent power
failure.

Photocopying
services to staff
and students

Network connectivity
failure during
working hour

Postponement of
scheduled activities

3

C

Move the copier to a
safe place
Provide generator
and ensure
uninterrupted power
supply and provide
technical to solve
mechanical problem
or training to our
staff

5

B

Proper and timely
dissemination of
information
(especially in cases of
scheduled network
maintenance)
Availability of
technical support

Bad environment in
workstation
( hot place, ...etc)

Health and Safety

4

D

Fix broken materials
and fix air
conditioner ...etc

Socket for
electric and
network

Buy at the earliest
time

Library/ CSS
Support
Group/ ESS
/Maintenance
Section

ETC

ESS

College
Administration &
maintenance

ESS/
Administration

Generator

Notice of
network
disconnection
Technical
support (in case
of unscheduled
network failure)

College
Decision
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Loss due to risk
( Risk Analysis)

Financial
Risks

Procurement of IT - Present available
IT equipment
Infrastructure for
becoming
next academic year
obsolete

Compliance
Risks

Data loss

Any resource
with electronic
data storage

Risk Evaluation
Severity Occurrence
4

B

4

C

Recommended
Solution
Access the latest and
most beneficial IT
equipment available
in the market
-

File management
practices
Backup
frequently
Off-site backup,
documentation

Risk Treatment
Resources
Handling Options
Needed
( By whom & when)
Purchase
Request new IT
equipment and
Request of
forward it to Finance
Equipment
department
Data Recovery
tools and
utilities

Purchase Enterprise
version of Data
Recovery software by
the finance department

Risk Monitoring
Options
Staff
Responsible
ETCHoC/HoS

ETC-CSS
Support Group
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Appendix 13

Implementing the NCT Pedagogical Framework for Student Training
This document is the implementation of NCT Pedagogical Framework by staff
of Educational Technologies Centre (ETC). This document provides details of
pedagogical strategies that should be followed by ETC staff in the conduct of all
student technical trainings, and as such, should focus on various approaches that can
be adopted by technicians/instructors in conducting training.
As the college pedagogical framework becomes the basis of all training
strategies and tactics that can be adopted by the instructor while at the same time
taking into account college core values and college teaching philosophy, it is important
to note that like any other specialized course, giving training to students has, at the
start, its own set of objectives and outcomes. The only major difference is that, in
conducting EPT (and any other student technical training for that matter), more
emphasis is given to the development of actual skills. This allows the instructor to
design training materials that entails more time letting the students practice the
concept, either through the instructor’s supervision in the lab/workshop, or through the
trainee’s own pace in the form of supplementary projects and/or assignments.
Knowing these, the following guidelines are provided to give guidance to
instructors in designing their training materials as well as in conducting practical
training:


Follow the “Design Model” as a pedagogical strategy
This means that the instructor should engage students as active participants in
the training-learning process, assist students as they integrate various
technological concepts in their learning, suggest that multiple strategies to do
something practically (or learning something) is possible, provide context for
reflections (letting students relate what they are currently learning to their
existing worldview), and encourage the trainees to put themselves into the
minds of others (giving more options to possible solutions to a problem).



First, the instructor should present the topics as practical problem‐solving issues
which students can easily identify or relate to. This paves the way for presenting the
tasks for course topics as design challenges for students. This includes telling students
the scope and limitations of the environment where they have to work, as well as the
time constraints.



Once the trainees (students) understand the challenge at hand, the instructor then
assist the students to start in an organized path. He should give emphasis in trainee
interaction/collaboration, as well as record‐keeping. The instructor should then
continue on coordinating student/trainee efforts in their projects and assisting them
in keeping track of facilitating what they are trying to accomplish.
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As the project and/or the design challenge draws to a close, the instructor should
allow the class to review (reflect) on the approaches they did to meet the challenge
and learn from their accomplishments.



The instructor then sums up the process and relates each step and accomplishment
to the learning objectives and outcomes.

As supplement to students/trainees, the following guide can be given or
discussed by the instructor so that students could follow an organized path to learning
using the above-mentioned strategy:








Identify design challenge and clarify specifications and constraints
Take further research and investigation regarding the problem
Generate alternative solutions (designs)
Choose and justify optimal design
Develop the solution (using Rapid Prototyping Approach)
Test and evaluate the solution
Redesign the solution with modifications

Managing Laboratories and Workshops
Some suggestions in managing materials,
laboratory/workshop space safely and efficiently:

tools,

equipment

and

1. Ensure that computer hardware and software, student materials and workbooks have
been prepared in advance of projected use.
2. Storage materials and tools should be stored in locked cabinets and tool panels. Keep
only materials needed for current use in lab/workshop.
3. Develop a management plan for cleaning up the laboratory/workshop after each
training activity/period.

**Adapted from: New York State Curriculum for Advanced Technology Education
(NYSCATE). [website: http://www.nyscate.net/]
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Appendix 14
PROCEDURES FOR STAFF APPRAISAL
The following procedures should be followed by ETC staff in facilitating the 360°
appraisal:
1. Staff will be provided by the ETC QA Group of the necessary forms. [Staff Appraisal
(for
heads),
Self-Appraisal,
Peer
Evaluation/Appraisal,
and
Client
Evaluation/Appraisal.]
2. Necessary information should be filled in by the staff in the HoC/HoS Staff Appraisal
Form, and should be forwarded to the concerned HoS for appraisal. This form is
considered confidential between the HoS and the concerned staff and is therefore not
in any way shared with other ETC staff. After the HoS’s appraisal, the form will be
forwarded to the HoC for his affirmation and/or comments. The HoC should study in
detail the comments and appraisal done by the HoS, and, based on his judgment and
experience with the staff, make the affirmation to the appraisal or the necessary
amendment.
3. The Self-Appraisal Form should be filled in by the concerned staff and submitted to the
ETC QA Group for collation and analysis.
4. Each ETC staff will be given several Peer Evaluation/Appraisal Forms. The concerned
staff in turn should give these to the staff of their choice for peer appraisal. The chosen
staff should fill in the necessary information/appraisal and then forward the form to the
ETC QA Group for necessary analysis.
5. Each ETC staff will likewise be given Client Evaluation/Appraisal Forms. These forms
will also serve as the feedback/complaint form which will replace the previous
feedback/complaint section in the old Service Feedback Form. The ETC staff should
give this form to his clients (preferably at random, as there are too many clients being
served), which could be other staff (e.g. lecturers, instructors, admin staff, etc) or
students. (It is suggested that a balanced mix of clients be obtained). At the end of the
appraisal period (which will be communicated to all ETC staff), the ETC staff should
forward all their Client Appraisal Forms to the QA Group for compilation and further
analysis.
6. The summary of analysis of each staff (Self, Peer and Client) will be forwarded by the
QA Group to the HoC and Hos. The HoC and HoS will then include the HoC/HoS
Appraisal Form in the analysis of each staff to come up with the complete appraisal of
each ETC staff.
7. The complete appraisal of all the staff in the Centre should form the basis for the
Training Development Plan of the Centre for its staff in the next academic year.
8. The ETC staff appraisal will be done annually, preferably at the middle of the second
semester of each academic year. The compilation and analysis of all data should
follow, envisioning the attainment of complete results towards the start of the summer
term. The QA Group, together with the HoC and HoS’s should then design the training
plan of ETC staff by then and should finish it before the end of the academic year for
utilization in the succeeding academic year.
9. All other provisions and guidelines in the College Staff Appraisal policy should be
followed, supplementing and supporting these procedures, whenever needed.
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Appendix 15
Library Resources and Services Survey
The aim of this survey is to get the perceptions of library users (staff and students)
about the resources and services provided by the college library in order to improve them if
there is a need. Your honest and objective response to the items listed is important for us to
realize this aim. It is assured that your response to this questionnaire will be treated in the
strictest confidence.

Are you a STAFF [ ] or a STUDENT [ ]?
Please tick your department: ELC [ ]

Engineering [ ]

IT [ ]

Business Studies [ ]

If student, tick your level: Foundation [ ] Certificate [ ] Diploma [ ] High Diploma [ ]
How often do you go to the library?
[ ] 3 times a week or more [ ] Once a week [ ] Less than once a week
What library resources do you use? (Please tick all that apply)
[
[
[
[

] Textbooks
] Reference Books
] CDs / DVDs
] Magazines and Journals

[ ] Newspapers
[ ] Audio Materials (e.g. cassette tapes)
[ ] Other, please specify ________________

No.
Item
1 Are there sufficient books available in the library for
reading and researching?
2 Are there sufficient audio‐visual materials such as CDs,
DVDs, cassettes, etc. for your learning use in the library?
3 Do you feel comfortable when you want to borrow
learning materials from the College Library?
4 Do library resources meet your learning and research
needs?
5 Are there sufficient magazines and journals for your
specialization in the library?
6 Are you satisfied with the services of library staff in
meeting your learning and research needs?
7 Are the library staff cooperative in giving you support
everytime you are in the library?
8 Do you know how to use the eBray (digital library)?

Lowest
1

2

3

Highest
4
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Is the eBrary (digital library) useful for your learning and
research needs?
Does the college library help enrich your knowledge?

Please give your honest answer to the following:
1. Why do you go to the library?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. Do you think the E‐Journals and databases should be available in the library?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. What can you suggest to improve or add in the library in terms of resources and facilities?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
4. What can you recommend to improve the services of the library staff?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Thank you for participating in this survey
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